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ABSTRACT
Massed Versus Spaced Practice in L2 German Listening Comprehension
Rebecca Brinck Emery
Center for Language Studies, BYU
Master of Arts
Students often have a difficult time understanding native speakers of their target
language. This thesis examines two theories that may help students better understand NSs:
spaced versus massed practice and the use of technology to enhance input. The study had the
students of four sections of German 101 at BYU, divided into a spaced practice group that
watched authentic German videos five minutes a day, six days a week for seven weeks and a
massed practice group that watched authentic German videos for half an hour, one day a week
for seven weeks, then gave them an immediate and a delayed listening comprehension posttest to
see which improved more, along with several surveys to learn more about extraneous variables
and the student experience with the activity. The results showed no significant difference
between the two groups, but this is likely due to the many limitations of the study. The two
biggest limitations were that of the 75 potential participants, only 13 allowed for their
information to be used and had usable information, and that all of those 13 participants did too
well on both posttests to be able to differentiate between them, so no conclusions were able to be
drawn from this study.

Keywords: L2, German, listening comprehension, massed practice, clustered practice, spaced
practice, distributed practice, language learning, second language
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The main principle tested in the current study is the principle of spaced and massed
practice. Spaced practice, also known as distributed practice, is when practice is spaced into
smaller, more-frequent sessions of practice. Massed practice, also known as clustered practice, is
when practice is massed into larger, less-frequent sessions of practice. There are two main
questions involved when discussing spaced and massed practice: Which better improves
retention in the short term and which better improves retention in the long term?
The current research on this topic seems to disagree as to which type of practice improves
retention in the short term, but generally seem to agree that spaced practice improves retention
over the long term (Bahrick, 1979; Carpenter & DeLosh, 2005; Cepeda, Pashler, Vul, Wixted, &
Rohrer, 2006; Dail & Christina, 2004; Kornell, 2009; Panchuk, Spittle, Johnston, & Spittle,
2013; Pashler, Rohrer, Cepeda, & Carpenter, 2007; Rohrer & Taylor, 2006; Spittle, McNeil, &
Mesagno, 2012).
These types of practices are generally used for memorization, but are also occasionally
used for skill training (Dail & Christina, 2004; Heidt, Arbuthnott, & Price, 2015; Panchuk, et al.,
2013; Patocka et al., 2015; Spittle et al., 2012). However, there is currently little research on the
effects of spaced and massed practice on language learning. Of the three that do, only two
include a delayed posttest (Serrano and Muñoz, 2007; Rogers, 2015; Bird, 2009). Therefore,
there is more literature needed examining the effects of spaced and massed practice on L2
learning retention that include both immediate and delayed posttests. The current study was
designed to do exactly that by examining the effects of spaced and massed practice on L2
listening comprehension, or input comprehension.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This literature review discusses the two main theories involved in the research questions:
spaced versus massed practice and student reactions to use of technology to enhance input. It
explores the general research on spaced and massed practice as well as what research has been
done on spaced and massed practice in the field of language acquisition. It then discusses some
methods being researched to use technology to help students learn and how students reacted to
those methods.
Spaced Practice
The first and main research question for this study revolves around the theory of spaced
practice, sometimes known as distributed practice. As explained in the introduction, spaced
practice is when practice is broken up into smaller chunks that are spaced out. Its counterpart is
known as massed or clustered practice. Massed practice is when practice occurs in larger, lessfrequent chunks, generally in one large chunk. Most psychologists agree that spaced practice
improves retention of knowledge and skills in the long term (Bahrick, 1979; Carpenter &
DeLosh, 2005; Cepeda et al., 2006; Kornell, 2009; Pashler et al., 2007; Rohrer & Taylor, 2006).
However, they do not seem to entirely agree on whether massed or spaced practice is better in
the short term. Many studies find that massed practice is more beneficial in the short term
(Bahrick, 1979; Rohrer & Taylor, 2006), however, the studies in a metastudy by Cepeda et al.
(2006) disagreed with each other on whether massed or spaced practice is better in the short term
or whether there is a difference at all in the short term. In summary, the more time there is
between practice and testing, the more beneficial spaced practice has proved to be.
While most of the studies mentioned above study the effects of spaced and massed
practice on memory retention, the concept can also be applied to skill acquisition and retention.
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There have been several studies that research the effects of spaced and massed practice on a
variety of skills from sport techniques (Dail & Christina, 2004; Panchuk et al., 2013; Spittle et
al., 2012) to medical techniques (Patocka, et al., 2015) to police interview techniques (Heidt et
al., 2015). Most of the studies found that spaced practice improves skills both immediately after
practice (Dail et al., 2004; Heidt et al., 2015; Panchuk et al., 2013; Spittle et al. 2012) and after a
retention period (Dail et al., 2004; Patocka et al. 2015; Spittle et al. 2012), except in the 2013
study by Panchuk et al., in which participants in the massed practice group outperformed the
participants in the spaced practice group on the delayed posttest. However, it is interesting to
note that in that study, the spaced practice group waited only 30 seconds between practice
sessions and the massed practice group waited 1 second between practice sessions.
The idea of repetition, especially for improving memory, is also not new to the field of
language acquisition. Pimsleur (1967) was an advocate of repeating vocabulary and structure in
an effort to increase retention. He essentially describes the effect spaced practice has on memory
and ability. He describes how each time someone has to retrieve something from their memory,
it takes longer and longer to forget it. He also recommends a practice of making each ISI (InterSession Interval, or the space between practice sessions) longer than the last one to promote
retention, a technique he called “graduated interval recall.”
However, when discussing “spaced versus massed practice,” recent literature in the
language acquisition field disputes the idea that spaced practice is more beneficial than massed
practice. Serrano and Muñoz (2007), for example, claim that language learning defies this
principle and that massed practice is better than spaced practice for language learning. In their
paper, they present a study they did in the language school of the University of Barcelona where
they tested three methods of language instruction (intensive, semi-intensive, and extensive) for
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their level 3 (intermediate) EFL students. In the extensive program, students received two hours
of English instruction per day, two days per week over a course of seven months, totaling in 110
hours of instruction. In the semi-intensive program, students received either 2.5 hours of
instruction per day, four days a week for 11 weeks (during the Fall semester) or two hours of
instruction per day, four days per week over a course of 15 (during the Winter semester), totaling
in 110 hours of instruction for each semester. Finally, students in the intensive program received
five hours of instruction per day, five days a week for about 4.5 weeks, also totaling in 110 hours
total.
Serrano and Muñoz (2007) compared pre- and posttests (given at the beginning and the
end of the course) to determine which instruction schedule improved performance. They
discovered that students in the extensive (spaced practice) program performed significantly
lower than students in the semi-intensive and intensive (massed practice) groups. However, since
the posttest was administered directly after the course and there is no delayed test, this only
supports Bahrick’s (1979) and Rohrer and Taylor’s (2006) findings that massed practice is more
beneficial in the short-term. Because there was no delayed posttest, however, this study cannot
comment on which is more effective in the long term.
A study by Rogers (2015) seems to contradict Serrano and Muñoz’s findings (2007) with
his “intermediate” EFL students in Qatar. Students in both the massed and distributed practice
groups did not differ significantly in improvements between the pretest and the posttest given
immediately after treatment, as one might expect from the conflicts found in the metastudy by
Cepeda et al. (2006). However, the distributed practice group significantly outperformed the
massed practice group on the posttest given six weeks after the treatment. As expected, the
massed practice group did far worse on the delayed posttest than on the posttest administered
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directly after treatment. However, the distributed group somehow did better on the delayed
posttest than on the immediate posttest, even though students who revealed in a survey that they
had studied the target grammar structures outside of the class were not included in the analysis of
results. This could be due, in part to the sample size (N=37 for both groups put together).
Another possible explanation is that the first posttest also provided extra practice for the target
form, which benefitted the spaced practice group more than the massed practice group.
Though in his review of literature, Bird (2009) claims that previous research has found
that massed practice is actually more beneficial for language learning, his findings report similar
results to Rogers’s (2015). The participants in his study were 38 EFL students with an
intermediate proficiency of English (5.8-6.0 on the International Standardized Test of English
Language Proficiency). Two groups were tested on two different sets of English verb tenses.
Both groups practiced one set of verbs every three days and the other set every 14 days. The set
of verbs that one group practiced every three days was the set of verbs that the other group
practiced every 14 days. There was a pre-test, a 7-day posttest, and a 60-day posttest. Students
were not told to study the forms outside of class nor were they told that there would be any sort
of posttest. Students were, however, told the exercises would not be on their final. For both
groups and both sets of verbs, the group that studied every three days (massed practice) averaged
just a little higher than the 14-day (spaced practice) group on the 7-day test, but not significantly
so. However, on the 60-day test, the 3-day groups’ scores dropped quite a bit while the 14-day
groups’ scores dropped, but not very much. This again supports the idea that larger, less-frequent
chunks are more immediately helpful, but smaller, more-frequent chunks better improve
retention.
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Use of Technology to Enhance Input
While Krashen (1982) discussed how important input is, there are many different formats
that input can come in, the most recent being technology. In the 21st Century, technology is
making it easier for students to receive input and even start creating output (samples of language
that someone produces). There are many different types of technology that language teachers use
to bring the TL and culture into the classroom, enhancing the authenticity and variety of their
input. Input can come in the form of a written text, a video or audio file, a lecture, a
conversation, and so on. Technology can also help students to take ownership of their own
learning and even enjoy it, as they did in the studies by Alm (2013) and Goulah (2007). This
section of the literature review examines some of these technologies that are relevant to the
current study and how they help students learn and how they are received by the students
themselves.
Podcasts. Podcasts are one of the most common forms of media researchers are
investigating as a method of enhancing input. A podcast or vodcast is generally an audio or video
file that is regularly broadcasted and available for download. Podcasts are great ways to give
students autonomy in their learning and help them to enjoy their language experiences. Podcasts
are included in this review because they are a way to have students regularly practice listening
comprehension in the TL, as the participants in the current study did.
In her “intermediate German course” at her university, Alm (2013) had her students
regularly listen to German podcasts of their choosing. Then they would blog about the podcasts
they listened to on a class blog. This proved to be a simple, yet effective way to have students
take ownership of their learning experience.
Lowman (2014) made pod- and vodcasts for L1 vocabulary acquisition. Forty fourth-
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grade students and eight sixth-grade students listened to or watched one pod- or vodcast each day
for three days. Each podcast discussed three different disyllabic “novel nouns.” These nouns
were determined to be “novel” if they could not be defined by at least 90% of a set of first-year
speech pathology graduate students. Lowman found both types of media effective in helping the
students learn novel nouns.
Both researchers found that students enjoyed their experiences with pod- and vodcasts,
even if the subject matter was a stereotypically “boring” topic, like vocabulary. This enjoyment
may only be due to the novelty factor of the technologies used to listen to or watch the podcasts
as Lowman (2014) points out. Though perhaps student enjoyment in and of itself may not be of
great interest to teachers, it is important to remember that enjoyment lowers a student’s affective
filter and increases their motivation or desire to learn (Krashen, 1982).
Replications of each study will also help validate their claims. The field of using podcasts
as a form of linguistic input needs studies replicating Alm’s study (2013) comparing the use of
podcasts versus vodcasts. It would also be valuable to do either a follow-up study on Lowman’s
study (2015) to see how the format of the podcast (audial or visual) affected retention over time
or simply a similar study that focuses on a podcast format’s effect on vocabulary retention.
Lowman (2015) called for more research to study how static modules compare to interactive
modules in vocabulary acquisition. She also pointed out that there is a need for further studies
comparing pod- and vodcasts, but with larger sample sizes, with relatively equal numbers of
students in each class, and with a control group. She also recommended similar studies that vary
the length of the modules and the number of words taught. Additionally, she called for more
research to investigate other, more academically relevant word classes, as opposed to obscure
vocabulary. She also recommended simply studying the effects of the novelty of using
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entertainment devices, such as the iPods used in her study, as an instructional tool.
Audio versus video. This section of the literature review compares some of the
advantages and disadvantages of including video instead of just having audio when giving
students listening practice. It is partially because of the findings of previous research discussed
below that the researcher decided to use videos in the current study.
As explained in the podcast section, Lowman (2014) studied how the format of the
module (either podcast or vodcast) made a difference on vocabulary acquisition. She randomly
divided fourth- and sixth-grade students into two groups where the first group had to listen to a
podcast that taught them vocabulary and the second watched a vodcast that taught them
vocabulary. At the end of the three weeks, participants were given three different tests: a picture
identification test (participants provided a name for a picture from their new vocabulary), a
definition measure test (participants provided a definition for a new vocabulary word), and a
word selection measure (participants picked the picture that matched the new vocabulary word
that the test administrator told them). Lowman noticed that the vodcast group could identify and
select the vocabulary better than the podcast group, but did about the same for labeling pictures.
In the study by Rahmatian and Armiun (2011), the researchers had two randomized
groups of Iranian adults with “a fairly well [sic] knowledge of French” either watch or listen to a
video clip taken from a French TV show. Both groups were given the same comprehension test
afterwards. They found that video is generally more helpful than audio alone as it can provide
visual support for the audio and can help listeners predict or infer meaning. However, video can
also be distracting and cause listeners to miss important information. Further studies could
research how the medium affects the long-term effects on memory of knowledge acquired from
the segment.
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Film. As explained above, the researcher of the current study chose to use videos to help
participants develop their listening comprehension abilities. Teachers can also use films and
other forms of video to enhance their students’ listening abilities. In a study by Herron, York,
and Cole (2006), the researchers compared feature-film-based instruction—where the entire
course was based off two videos—to standard, text-based instruction to see how they affected
third-year French students’ listening and grammar abilities. Both groups made significant
improvements in both listening and grammar. Contrary to what one would expect, however, the
feature-film-based instruction did not improve listening abilities much more than the text-based
group did, though they did still improve a little bit more than the control group. However, the
feature film group made significantly more gains in grammar abilities than the text-based group.
The Role of Output
While Krashen’s Input Hypothesis (1982) remains a foundational theory in the field of
language acquisition, he neglected an important part of language acquisition: output. In 1985,
Swain declared that input is necessary, but insufficient to learn a language. She insisted that
output is also necessary to learn the language. In the current study, participants are not required
to produce output in the target language (though they did during the class, itself). However, they
were required to generally discuss the videos they were watching, though not as in-depth as the
students in Alm’s class as discussed below.
As mentioned above in the podcast section of this literature review, in addition to
listening to podcasts of their choosing, the students in Alm’s (2013) study also wrote blogs about
what they were listening to and responded to each other’s blogs. It is possible that this added
check on their comprehension helped students to better internalize what they were listening to
and even enjoy it more.
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During a study abroad in Japan, Goulah (2010) taught his students—who had a
researcher-assessed “high intermediate” Japanese ability—language and culture as well as other
fields of study such as politics or history. He did so by having them create fake one-minute
commercials for whatever topic they were learning in each unit of the class. This proved to be a
creative yet effective way to use technology, incorporate other subjects, force students to
communicate in the TL (because they discussed the topics and how to make their videos in the
TL), give students the opportunity to create in the TL, and help students enjoy the language and
culture they were studying. Interestingly enough, however, the students also expressed the desire
for form-focused language instruction. This may show that input (from their teacher and fellow
students)—even aided by output—may not be enough to effectively learn a language (Goulah,
2010).
Student Reactions
As two of the research questions for the current study include how students reacted to the
regular video-watching, student responses to the activities in the studies above are here discussed
if they were discussed in the original study.
All of the podcast studies mentioned in this review included surveys asking students for
feedback on the general program. According to the survey students filled out at the end of Alm’s
(2013) experiment, students really enjoyed the podcast activity and some students even
integrated German podcasts into their regular entertainment habits, taking their first step towards
life-long learning. Lowman (2014) noticed that students seemed to like the use of iPods in their
learning process, and seemed to prefer vodcasts over podcasts for vocabulary acquisition. In her
report on her research, Alm invites other researchers to further investigate the relationship
between L2 listening and L2 motivation. She also recommends further research on the
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relationship between motivation, listening strategies, metacognitive strategies, and listening
proficiency.
Conclusion and Statement of the Problem
Podcasts, output, and videos are only some ways of effectively using TL media to
supplement the language learning experience and expose students to more samples TL speech
(Alm, 2013; Goulah, 2007; Heath, 1978; Herron et al., 2016; Lowman, 2014; Rahmatian et al.,
2011). Not only do these media forms give students exposure to a wider variety of input samples,
they also help students enjoy the experience. For example, the podcast studies showed that
podcasts promote student autonomy and helped students to enjoy their learning experience more,
which helped motivate them to learn the language (Alm, 2013; Lowman, 2014). Alm (2013),
Lowman (2014), and Goulah (2007) also noted that the use of media in the classroom helped
students enjoy their learning and promoted student motivation. So far, no studies have shown the
opposite effect.
While the studies cited above agree on student enjoyment of media, there seems to be
controversy in the field of second language acquisition as to whether language learning follows
the same rules of spaced and massed practice as other fields. Bird’s (2009) and Rogers’s (2015)
studies seem to show that it does, yet Bird lists several different studies, including Serrano and
Muñoz (2007), that indicate—contrary to what one would expect based on psychological and
other research—that massed practice is better for language learning. However, upon closer
investigation, one finds that most of these studies, like Serrano’s 2007 study, only tested
participants immediately after treatment and had no delayed posttest. To help solve this
discrepancy, the field of language acquisition needs more studies on spaced and massed practice
with both immediate and delayed posttests.
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The current study was designed to add to this discussion on the effects spaced and
massed practice have on language learning. It examined how two groups (one spaced practice
group and one massed practice group) of German 101 students at BYU compare on listening
comprehension tests both immediately after regular sessions watching German videos at home
and after having stopped the sessions for about a month. As a secondary goal, it also examines
student responses to the activity.
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Chapter 3: Methods
Participants
The participants in this study were taken from the four different sections of German 101
during the Fall 2016 semester at Brigham Young University. Of the 75 students in the four
sections, only 24 filled out at least one listening report (as explained in the instruments section).
There were also 41 responses to the postsurvey, but only 28 gave consent for their information to
be used in this study. Of those 28 participants who gave permission for their information to be
used in the study, only 14 of them were identifiable and had included at least one entry in the
listening reports. The remaining 14 students gave permission for their data to be used in the
study, however, neither the researcher, nor the head teacher of the four sections of German 101
could identify which students they were based on the names they gave in the survey where they
gave permission. They will be referred to in this study as the “unidentifiable participants,” but it
is to be noted that they may or may not have participated in the program as they cannot be
identified. Again, because they cannot be identified, they cannot be connected to their data and
are only included in the analysis of the postsurvey results in a separate analysis. Additionally,
one of the 14 identifiable participants did only one listening session and that listening session
was less than 30 minutes but more than five minutes, so those results are not included in the
analyses for the first question, since this participant did not fit in either group, leaving 13
participants. Henceforth all references to the “participants” are the 13 identifiable, sortable
participants except when it is specified otherwise.
None of the participants’ original names are used in this report. Code names for each
participant were created with the help of a random name generator from Behindthename.com.
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Any resemblance to any of the participants, unidentifiable participants, or other persons is purely
coincidental.
The participants were a mix of male and female. All but one of the participants were
between 18- and 25-years old. Nine of the participants indicated in the presurvey that they had
taken less than one semester (including no semesters) of German in high school, however, one of
those participants indicated that she had taken four years of German in elementary school. Of the
remaining participants, two indicated that they had taken two years of German in high school,
one indicated that she had taken three years, and two indicated that they had taken four years.
Two participants indicated that they had taken one semester of German at the college or
university level and six participants indicated that they had taken less than one semester
(including no semesters) of German at the college or university level.
All but one of the participants indicated that they had at least one friend or relative who
spoke German. Of the 13 who indicated they knew someone who speaks German, four indicated
that they had never practiced German with those they knew who spoke it, eight indicated that
they had practiced German a little bit with their families, but that they never got past words and
phrases, and one indicated that he had practiced “quite a bit” with his friend who spoke German.
While the students had varying levels of previous experience with German, BYU German
101 teachers ask their students to take an online placement test that assesses their German ability
and indicates which level of German they should be taking. This means that all participants—
including those with previous experience with German—should have been at the 101 level in
German ability. This means they were all near beginners or true beginners of German.
The study took place in Provo, Utah but participants came from all over the United
States, with two participants from other, non-English-speaking and non-German-speaking
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countries. Six of the participants indicated that they spoke Spanish or some other Latin language
and two indicated that they knew another non-Indo-European language. In the presurvey, the
participants self-assessed their speaking ability in their “best language” not including their native
language. Their options were “Novice (can repeat memorized words and phrases only),”
“Intermediate (can create sentences without much trouble),” “Advanced (speak in paragraphs),”
or “Superior (could discuss a random issue at length, giving pros and cons for both sides).” Four
participants self-assessed themselves as Superior speakers in their best language, none of them
self-assessed as Advanced, six self-assessed themselves as Intermediate, three self-assessed as
Novice, and one did not answer the question.
For more information on the participants from the presurvey, please see Appendices A
and B at the end of this study.
Context of Study
As mentioned before, this study took place at Brigham Young University. This university
is located in Provo, Utah in the United States of America. It is a full four-year university with a
wide variety of programs of study, including arts, humanities, sciences, history, business, and
political science. Participants come from all over the world, but mostly from the United States of
America. Because the university is run by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints and
part of the enrollment process includes agreeing to an honor code, most of the participants
belong to this church, though not all of them do. Also, according to Forbes.com, BYU students
have an SAT composite range of 1150-1370 and an ACT composite range of 27-31.
Study Design
This study used a nested, mixed methods design. The main question of the study was a
quantitative question intended to distinguish the effects between the two listening patterns.
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However, there were also several qualitative questions aimed at either providing qualitative
insights into the results of the quantitative question or at analyzing participants’ reactions to the
activity, including whether they were likely to continue such a program on their own as
measured on a Likert scale given in the posttest. The qualitative questions were answered by
analyzing the survey responses.
Theoretical Frameworks
The instructional frameworks are explained during the literature review. The most
influential theoretical framework is the psychological framework of spaced practice vs. massed
practice. As mentioned in the literature review, spaced practice is the idea that the more
frequently learners practice something (like a language), the longer they will be able to
remember it.
The most influential instructional framework for this study is Krashen’s Input
Hypothesis. This hypothesis states in part that students need lots of “input”—or examples of a
language—from the language they are studying. He also specifies that they need input that
pushes them, but that they are still able to make sense of.
Instruments
Presurvey. This survey was presented as a Google Form. It was created the summer
before the semester began. The first day of class, students were sent an email asking them to take
this presurvey. It asked for their name, age, gender, previous language experience, reasons for
taking the class, etc. A copy is contained in Appendix A. The relevant participant responses are
displayed in Appendix B. This survey's primary purpose was to help the teachers get to know
their students and their needs as the semester began. For the study, it provided basic background
information on the participants.
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Videos. Students were told in their instruction to choose videos from the class video wiki
page (http://byudeu101.wikispaces.com), which was created by the researcher. Videos posted to
this page are authentic videos, videos created (or translated) by NSs for NSs. The researcher also
made sure that the videos would be more comprehensible for the students by ensuring that they
used basic, simple language, that they would be things the students would be very familiar with
(such as Disney movie trailers), or both. This was the core of the experiment. It exposed students
to German entertainment and gave them a small immersion-like experience. It also provided the
practice for the experiment.
Listening report. All participants were asked to fill out the same Google Form
(Appendix C) after each listening session (daily for the spaced practice group and weekly for the
massed practice group). This form asked students their name, then asked them to report on which
video they watched, the start and end time, and what they learned after each watching session.
Part of the idea of the listening reports was to encourage accountability in the students as well as
to make sure students actually paid attention to what they watched. It also helped ensure
consistency and accuracy in reporting results of the experiment. Participant responses are shown
in Appendix D.
Weekly quizzes. Each week of the listening sessions, both groups took a short
comprehension quiz created by the researcher for this study. Both groups were given the same
video and the same three questions to answer. Each question was designed to test a different area
of listening comprehension: global comprehension, ability to understand certain facts, and ability
to make inferences. They provided a standard between all the participants and allowed the
researcher to track their progress. The weekly quizzes are in Appendix E. Participant scores of
the quizzes are in Appendix F.
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Immediate posttest. The listening portion of the 101 class’s Chapter 3 exam (Appendix
G) was used as the immediate posttest. The scores of this test were what the researcher used to
determine whether massed or spaced practice helped participants' listening comprehension more
in the short term. The breakdown of participant scores can be found in Appendix H.
Delayed posttest. The listening portion of the 101 class’s final exam was used as the
delayed posttest. The scores of this test were what the researcher used to determine whether
massed or spaced practice helped participants' listening comprehension more in the long term.
There were 50 multiple choice questions in the listening portion. Each question was worth one
point. However, participants were able to receive partial points on questions with multiple
answers. A copy of the test is not included in the appendix because it is a copyrighted test.
However, a table of participant scores is contained in Appendix I.
Postsurvey. The postsurvey (Appendix J) was administered after the posttest and asked
students to rate several different aspects of the listening activities. It also asked for further
information like “Did you spend time watching German videos outside of the time you reported
in your Listening Reports? If so, how much?” This survey helped answer the third question of
whether participants would continue watching target-language media after the class was over.
The analysis for the fourth research question of participants’ overall experience was also taken
from this survey. In addition, the survey provided feedback for the refining of the activity. It was
also intended to help the researcher to know whether to remove certain data from the results
(with explanation) if a participant did more or less than required, but as explained in the data
analysis section, that proved unnecessary. At the end of this postsurvey, students were informed
about the study and given the option to say whether they wanted their data to be used in the
research. Participant responses can be found in Appendix K.
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Treatments
Spaced practice group. This group was assigned to watch 5 minutes of authentic
German videos from a provided list, six days every week. This totaled 30 minutes per week
watching the videos.
Massed practice group. This group was assigned to watch 30 minutes of authentic
German video from a provided list once a week. This meant that both groups should have been
watching the videos for the same total amount of time 30 minutes every week.
Procedures
Students were given a pre-survey at the beginning of the semester. This presurvey asked
for basic demographics and language experience. Students were randomly assigned to each
group using a random number generator in Microsoft Excel. A week into the class, teachers
emailed their students the instructions, emailing each treatment group its own set of instructions.
The spaced practice group received instructions to watch five minutes of German videos each
day for six days a week. The massed practice group was asked to pick a day and watch 30
minutes of video each week on that day. Both groups were asked to report on which videos they
watched, how long they watched them, and what they learned after each watching session in the
listening report.
Students were asked to choose their videos from the class video wiki page
(http://byudeu101.wikispaces.com/). After each viewing session, students were to fill out the
listening report. As explained in the instruments section, this was a Google Form that asked
students their name, then asked them to report on which video they watched, the start and end
time, and what they learned after each watching session. While students had the freedom to
choose any of the videos for the bulk of their time, all participants were assigned to watch a
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particular new video each week as part of the listening quizzes as described in the instruments
section.
The listening portions of the participants' Chapter 3 and final exams served as the
immediate and delayed posttests, respectively. Students were to stop doing their listening
practice the week of the Chapter 3 test. This was the tenth week of the semester and the seventh
week of the study, the week of November 5, 2016. The wiki page containing the videos was also
temporary closed after the Chapter 3 test to prevent students from continuing the program. The
time between the Chapter 3 test and the final exam was intended to provide some time to see
whether participants retained their listening comprehension skills in the long-term, however short
that long-term may have been. At the end of the semester, in the middle of the fifteenth week of
the semester (the twelfth week of the study), students were given their final exam, whose
listening portion served as the delayed posttest. Finally, both groups were given the postsurvey
after final exams. Responses were submitted from December 10, 2016 to December 16 and again
after the researcher sent out a reminder email from December 21, 2016 to January 7, 2017. The
postsurvey also contained the consent form.
Research Questions
1. Between massed and spaced practice, which improves students' L2 listening comprehension
more in the short term and which improves it more in the long term?
2. What sort of other variables recorded in the surveys seem to be affecting students’ L2 listening
comprehension skills?
3. Will engaging in such a program make students more likely to continue watching targetlanguage videos after it is no longer a requirement?
4. How did students react to the weekly listening?
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Hypotheses
The researcher’s hypotheses for the results of these questions, made before the study as part of
the prospectus process are as follows:
1. Massed practice will help more in the short term and spaced practice will help more in the
long term.
2. The more languages a student claimed any ability in before the beginning of the semester, the
better they will do. There will also be other variables (possibly age, musical ability, etc.) that will
also make a difference in students' L2 listening comprehension.
3. Many students will express confidence that they will continue watching target-language
videos, but because of the hectic nature of college life, a small majority (maybe about 60%) will
say that they will not.
4. Students will react positively to the weekly listening. They will be happy for the opportunity
to practice their German and excited by the opportunity to use what they’re learning the same
way a NS might.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis
Again, the main purpose of this study was to examine the effects of spaced and massed
practice in development of L2 German listening comprehension abilities. There were two
questions within the first research question: “Which helped them develop the ability in the short
term?” and “Which helped them retain the ability more in the long term?” This study was also
designed to discover what other sort of external factors seem to aid in L2 listening
comprehension ability. Finally, it examined how the participants viewed the activity and whether
they would be more likely to continue the activity after the semester was over. P values were
calculated using independent samples t-tests on the website, graphpad.com.
Research Question 1
The first research question was: “Between massed and spaced practice, which improves
students' L2 listening comprehension more in the short term and which improves it more in the
long term?”
Part 1. The first part of the first research question was “Which type of practice improved
L2 listening comprehension more in the short term?” As mentioned before, the students were to
stop their weekly listening activity the week the Chapter 3 test was administered, making seven
weeks of listening. The listening portion of that test doubled as the immediate posttest for the
study. The scores of the test were used to measure whether listening comprehension ability
improved more for the spaced practice group or whether it was better for the massed practice
group. Table 1 shows participant scores for the immediate posttest.
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Table 1
Participant Scores on the Immediate Posttest
Spaced practice group
Total

Percent

Points

score

Greg

5

100%

Emmelia

5

Josie

Massed practice group
Total

Percent

Points

score

Shelby

5

100%

100%

Chris

5

100%

5

100%

Oliver

5

100%

Jennie

5

100%

Eric

4

80%

Sonja

5

100%

Ashley

5

100%

Mike

5

100%

Chantel

4

80%

average

4.88

98%

Average

4.75

95%

standard deviation

0.35

7%

standard deviation

0.50

10%

Participant Codename

Participant Codename

Here only 12 participants’ scores are displayed because the thirteenth participant only got
one question right (20%), so the outlier score was removed. Without that participant’s score, the
average of the massed practice group is 95%, which is slightly less that the spaced practice
group’s average of 98%, but not significantly so; the unpaired t test reveals a p value of 0.62,
which means there is a 62% chance that there was no difference between the two groups.
This generally would mean that there is no difference between the two types of practice,
which is what one would expect from the previous research done on spaced and massed practice.
However, a closer look at the scores reveals that all but three of the participants got all five
questions right. And of those three, two of them only missed one question. This is a case of the
ceiling effect. Because all of the participants (not including the one outlier) did so well on the
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test, it’s impossible to say whether the p value was so high because there is no essential
difference between groups, whether it was so high because the sample size was too small, or
whether it was so high despite there being a difference between groups because the test was too
easy for the participants and the assessment didn’t differentiate between the groups. In addition,
there are only 12 participants with useable results for the immediate posttest, which makes the
results even more uninterpretable. Another potential reason that the massed practice group did so
well is because, according the tables in the analysis for the fourth research question, they had a
better attitude towards the activities.
Part 2. The second part of the first research question was “Which type of practice
improved L2 listening comprehension more in the long term?” This half of the question aims to
see whether spaced or massed practice improves retention of the ability of learners of German to
understand spoken German. This was measured by the listening portion of the participants’ final
exam. The final exam was comprised of 50 multiple choice questions. Each question was worth
one point. However, for some questions, participants had to select multiple answers, so it was
possible for them to receive partial points. As mentioned before, the students were to stop their
weekly listening activity the week the Chapter 3 test was administered. Participants then had 4.5
weeks between the practice sessions and the immediate posttest to potentially begin to lose the
ability to understand spoken German.
Table 2 below shows participant scores for the delayed posttest. As with the immediate
posttest, the participant who had only done one listening session which did not fit in either group
was left out of these results, leaving 13 participants.
Table 2
Participant Scores on the Delayed Posttest
Spaced practice group

Massed practice group
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Total

Percent

Total

Percent

Points

score

Points

score

Greg

49

98%

Shelby

50

100%

Emmelia

50

100%

Chris

50

100%

Josie

47.5

95%

Oliver

47.5

95%

Jennie

50

100%

Eric

46.5

93%

Sonja

50

100%

Gwen

50

100%

Ashley

47.5

95%

Mike

47.5

95%

Chantel

50

100%

average

48.94

97.88%

Average

48.88

97.60%

standard deviation

1.24

2.47%

standard deviation

1.68

3.36%

Participant Codename

Participant Codename

It would appear from the measures of variability seen in Table 2 that the two groups do
not differ very much. In fact, an unpaired t test comparing the two groups reveals a p value of
0.87, meaning that there is an 87% chance that there was no real difference between the two
groups, which is far from the required 5% to establish statistical significance. Again, this
generally would mean that there is no difference between the two types of practice even in the
long term, which would contradict the findings of the research in the literature review that spaced
practice improves retention.
However, the same problems that occurred in the immediate posttest can also be seen
here. The lowest score received on this test was 46.5 points, or 93%. Furthermore, more than half
the participants received 50 points, or 100%. This is another case of the ceiling effect. The
difference between the highest-scoring participants and the lowest-scoring participant is only 3.5
of 50 points, which could easily be caused by random error. Because all of the participants did so
well on the test, it’s impossible to say whether the p value was so high because there is no
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essential difference between groups, whether it was so high because the sample size was too
small, or whether it was so high despite there being a difference between groups because the test
was too easy for the participants and the assessment didn’t differentiate between the groups.
Further research needs to be done with harder tests (but not so hard that there is a floor effect) to
see if there is truly a difference. And again, the massed practice participants’ better attitude may
have led to their higher-than-expected scores. Furthermore, there were only 13 participants
between the two groups, which, again, makes it even harder to establish significance.
Part 3: Weekly Quizzes. The participants did too well on the immediate and delayed
posttests to establish significance, so the researcher also analyzed the weekly quizzes to see if
there was a difference between the two groups there. As mentioned before, in designing the
weekly quizzes, the researcher attempted to assess a different aspect of listening with each
question. The first question was intended to assess global comprehension and was always “What
is this video about?” The second question was designed to assess comprehension of specific
items. Finally, the third question was designed to test students’ ability to make inferences based
on the video. The intention was that each skill would be more difficult than the last. Table 3
shows the mean and standard deviation for each group for each question and quiz as well as the p
value. As several students missed several quizzes, the statistics for overall scores are percentages
instead of raw scores. An “N/A” in the p scores means all participants got the same score, so it
was impossible to calculate the p score. Since there was no difference in the participants, there
was also no difference in groups. For individual participant results, see Appendix F.
Table 3
Participant Scores on the Weekly Quizzes
Q1

Quiz 1
Q2

Q3

Quiz 2
Total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Total
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Combined average

0.92

0.85

1.00

2.77

1.00

0.80

1.00

2.80

Spaced practice average

1.00

0.75

1.00

2.75

1.00

1.00

1.00

3.00

Massed practice average

0.80

1.00

1.00

2.80

1.00

0.50

1.00

2.50

Combined standard deviation

0.28

0.38

0.00

0.44

0.00

0.42

0.00

0.42

Spaced practice standard deviation

0.00

0.46

0.00

0.46

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Massed practice standard deviation

0.45

0.00

0.00

0.45

0.00

0.58

0.00

0.58

p score

0.22

0.26

N/A

0.86

N/A

0.06

N/A

0.06

Quiz 3

Quiz 4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Total

Combined average

0.80

0.80

1.00

2.60

0.80

0.90

0.80

2.50

Spaced practice average

0.60

0.80

1.00

2.40

0.83

1.00

0.67

2.50

Massed practice average

1.00

0.80

1.00

2.80

0.75

0.75

1.00

2.50

Combined standard deviation

0.42

0.42

0.00

0.70

0.42

0.32

0.42

0.53

Spaced practice standard deviation

0.55

0.45

0.00

0.89

0.41

0.00

0.52

0.55

Massed practice standard deviation

0.00

0.45

0.00

0.45

0.50

0.50

0.00

0.58

p score

0.14

1.00

N/A

0.40

0.78

0.24

0.24

1.00

Quiz 5

Quiz 6

Q1

Q2

Q3

Total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Total

Combined average

0.82

0.64

0.36

1.82

0.30

0.224

0.00

0.50

Spaced practice average

0.67

0.67

0.33

1.67

0.29

0.33

0.00

0.57

Massed practice average

1.00

0.60

0.40

2.00

0.33

0.00

0.00

0.33

Combined standard deviation

0.40

0.50

0.50

1.17

0.48

0.44

0.00

0.53

Spaced practice standard deviation

0.52

0.52

0.52

1.37

0.49

0.52

0.00

0.53

Massed practice standard deviation

0.00

0.55

0.55

1.00

0.58

0.00

0.00

0.58

p score

0.19

0.84

0.84

0.66

0.90

0.32

N/A

0.54

Quiz 7

Combined average

Combined Quiz Percentages

Q1

Q2

Q3

Total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Total

1.00

0.13

0.38

1.50

80%

67%

68%

71%
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Spaced practice average

1.00

0.20

0.20

1.40

76%

69%

62%

68%

Massed practice average

1.00

0.00

0.67

1.67

87%

63%

77%

76%

Combined standard deviation

0.00

0.35

0.52

0.53

16%

21%

22%

14%

Spaced practice standard deviation

0.00

0.45

0.45

0.55

17%

17%

24%

14%

Massed practice standard deviation

0.00

0.00

0.58

0.58

13%

28%

16%

14%

p score

N/A

0.48

0.24

0.54

25%

61%

25%

33%

As seen in Table 3, no single question or quiz reached statistical significance, nor did any
of the combined results. However, Quiz 2 was only 1 percentage point away from achieving
statistical significance, though there were so many t-tests run that it’s possible that even that was
due to only chance. It is also important to note how few participants there were, which affects the
p-score.
Statistical significance notwithstanding, it is interesting to note that for question 2, the
question testing narrow listening comprehension or comprehension of specific items, the spaced
practice group’s average scores were better than the massed practice group’s average scores for
every quiz except the first quiz, when they had barely begun the program, and the third quiz,
where both groups had the same average score. Perhaps this means that spaced practice, when
applied to L2 listening comprehension, may improve listeners’ ability to focus on and distinguish
individual words more than massed practice does, at least during the practice itself. Though
considering the sample size, the lack of statistical significance, and the lack of an instrument
with pre-established validity and reliability, it probably does not actually mean anything.
It is also interesting to note that for the third question, which intended to test students’
ability to infer information from what they hear and watch, the massed practice group’s averages
were higher than the spaced practice groups averages, with the exception of the first three
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quizzes (in which all of the students got the question right) and the sixth quiz (in which none of
the students got the question right). This may mean that massed practice helps students make
inferences to what they are listening to more than spaced practice does, at least during the
practice itself. However, it probably actually means nothing, considering the sample size, the
lack of statistical significance, and the lack of an instrument with pre-established validity and
reliability. That said, it would still be interesting for more studies to be done testing these
different types of listening comprehension.
Research Question 2
The second research question was “What sort of other variables recorded in the surveys
seem to be affecting students’ L2 listening comprehension skills?” While analyzing these results,
it is important to remember that it is questionable how much any of the following statistics
actually mean, for the same reason it was difficult to know what the p value really meant in the
last section: the ceiling effect. It is also important to remember that correlations are no more than
correlations. They do not prove a real relationship, and they most certainly do not prove
causation. It is also important to remember that there were only 13 participants, so these
correlations cannot be generalized.
That said, the answers to this third question of extraneous variables were determined by
calculating correlations between variables revealed in the presurvey and combined quiz scores,
immediate posttest scores, and delayed posttest scores. Categorical variables were examined by
comparing the categories to their combined quiz score, immediate posttest score, and delayed
posttest score means, but none of those had a significant p value, so they are not included in this
analysis. The outlier on the immediate posttest was again removed from the analyses of that
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posttest, so for the weekly quizzes and the delayed posttest n = 13, but on the immediate posttest
n = 12.
Very few results had any statistical significance or had any strong correlations. The few
that did are reported below. However, “total listening time” was included precisely because there
was no strong correlation. One would expect there would be a strong positive correlation
between total time spent listening to the target language, but there was only a weak correlation.
That said, considering the many correlations that were run, the correlations and significance
thereof may only be due to chance. And again, considering the small sample size and the ceiling
effect, these correlations (or lack thereof) are probably meaningless.
Table 4
Correlations of Interest

Quizzes

Immediate

Delayed

Total

Posttest

Posttest

Where are you from? (non-English speaking = 0,

Pearson’s r

0.6717

0.4091

0.5585

English speaking = 1)

P value

0.00852

0.16513

0.03793

How much German have you taken at the

Pearson’s r

0.39

-0.42

0.65

High School level?

P value

0.16651

0.30617

0.01188

Do you speak any languages other than English and

Pearson’s r

-0.21

0.10

-0.58

German? (More than 50 words.)

P value

0.46915

0.74236

0.02999

Total listening time

Pearson’s r

-0.04

0.39

0.30

0.89804

0.19070

0.28993

P value

As interesting as all these correlations are, it is questionable how much any of these
statistics actually mean, again, because of the ceiling effect, the small sample size, and other
threats to validity discussed in the discussion section of this study. It is also important to
remember that the correlations described above are no more than correlations, which prove
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neither a real relationship nor causation. More studies need to be done examining each of the
factors above before any real claims can be made about them.
Research Question 3
The third research question was “Will engaging in such a program make students more
likely to continue watching target-language videos after it is no longer a requirement?” This
question is answered in this study by student responses to the question in the postsurvey, “I will
probably continue to watch other German videos after this class.” Participants answered the
question on a scale of 1-10, where a “1” represented “strongly disagree” and a “10” represented
“strongly agree.” See Appendix K for participants’ individual responses. The mean, median,
mode, and standard deviation are presented below, organized by which group they were in. Some
of the unidentifiable participants revealed in their other survey responses which listening group
they were in and were thus added to their proper group. The one in the massed practice group
responded with a “1” and the one in the spaced practice group responded with a “3,” which
brought down both groups’ means and medians. “Unsorted participants” are here students who
could not be grouped into either the spaced or massed practice group, either because they were
unidentifiable or because they only reported one listening session and that listening session was
twelve minutes long.
It appears from Table 5 below that participants in the massed practice group were the
mostly likely group to express confidence that they would continue watching German videos
even after the semester was over, with an average response of 6, just barely an affirmative
response. Then the spaced practice group had the next highest likelihood with an average of 4.5,
just barely a negative response. Nonetheless, the difference between the two groups was
statistically insignificant with a p value of 0.63.
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This was more than the researcher had predicted in her hypothesis, considering that these
were all students with busy lives. Finally, the unidentifiable and unsorted participants expressed
that they were not likely to continue watching videos. However, based on their other survey
responses, it appears that many of the unsorted participants had not done the weekly listening
practice, as most of them referenced only the weekly quizzes and not the weekly listening
assignment. In fact, one even said, “I didn't even know we had listening reports?? oops. But I
would watch German stuff sometimes for kicks.” (Participant responses can be read in full in
Appendix K.) The fact that the unsorted participants’ mean was so low implies that the weekly
listening activity encouraged students to watch native videos outside of class, even after the class
was over and the grades were set.
Table 5
Survey Responses on Whether Students Plan to Continue Watching German Videos
Spaced Practice Group

Massed Practice group

Unsorted Participants

Mean

4.50

6.00

2.58

Median

4

6

1

Mode

N/A

6

1

Standard Dev

3.08

2.55

3.00

Research Question 4
The fourth and final research question was “How did students react to the weekly
listening?” The answers to this question will also come from participants’ responses to the
postsurvey. Before looking at their responses, however, it is important to remember that one of
the participants in the spaced practice group and one of the participants in the massed practice
group are unidentifiable participants, so while it is unlikely that they would have responded to
the survey without actually being in the class, and especially not with such detailed responses,
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the researcher cannot be sure that they are actually members of the classes or that they actually
participated in the listening activity.
It is also important to remember that it is likely that many of the unsorted participants did
not do the weekly listening activity, so they are likely responding more to the weekly quizzes
than to the weekly listening activity itself. Also, other participants who did do the weekly
listening activity may also be responding to the weekly quizzes instead of the weekly listening
assignments, or possibly to the combination of the two.
Table 6 below reveals that in both the spaced practice group and the massed practice
group, most participants found the weekly listening activity helped them understand more
German speakers. However, the unsorted participants expressed the opposite opinion.
Table 6
Overall I found this activity helped me understand more German speakers.
Spaced Practice Group

Massed Practice group

Unsorted Participants

Mean

5.14

5.83

1.67

Median

6

7

1

Mode

6

7

1

Standard Dev

1.68

3.25

1.50

Table 7
I am glad I was able to watch clips of videos actual Germans watch.
Spaced Practice Group

Massed Practice group

Unsorted Participants

Mean

5.67

8.40

2.50

Median

5

9

1

Mode

5

9

1

Standard Dev

2.07

2.51

2.58
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As displayed in Table 7 above, almost all of the participants in the massed practice group
expressed that they strongly agreed with the statement that they were “glad to be able to watch
clips of videos actual Germans watch.” Some spaced practice participants expressed that they
were glad to be able to watch authentic German videos while the unsorted participants expressed
that they were not at all glad to watch authentic German videos.
According to the statistics in Table 8, the participants in the massed practice group
mostly seemed to agree that they “learned grammar and vocabulary from these videos [they]
would not have learned without this activity.” And again, it appears that the participants in the
spaced practice group differed greatly on whether they felt they had learned grammar and
vocabulary from the listening activity that they otherwise would not have learned. They centered
around the middle, some agreeing that they had learned extra vocabulary and grammar and some
not agreeing. As might be expected based on their responses to the other questions, the unsorted
participants expressed quite unanimously that they did not feel they learned any extra grammar
or vocabulary from the videos they watched.
Table 8
I learned grammar and vocabulary from these videos I would not have learned without this
activity.
Spaced Practice Group

Massed Practice group

Unsorted Participants

Mean

5.00

6.60

1.50

Median

5

7

1

Mode

N/A

7

1

Standard Dev

3.03

1.14

1.24

When asked what they liked about the activity, participants in the spaced practice group
expressed appreciation for being able to watch authentic German videos and the opportunity to
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practice their listening skills. One participant mentioned how exciting it was for her when she
was able to understand the videos and how it gave her confidence. Another participant enjoyed
learning about German culture while yet another was grateful to learn new vocabulary. Finally,
one participant expressed simply that they found it fun.
Almost all of the participants agreed that they enjoyed being able to watch authentic
videos that “were current and relevant” and to hear “real German speakers.” One participant
expressed that the videos “were entertaining” and another agreed that “the shows were
interesting” and liked being “able to learn common phrases.” The unidentified participant in the
massed practice group stated that they liked “nothing” about the activity.
Most of the other unidentified participants agreed with the one in the massed practice
group, that they did not enjoy anything about the activity. However, a couple also expressed that
they liked being able to listen to Germans. One participant even found the videos “fun.”
When asked what they “did you not like about this activity?” the biggest complaint the
spaced practice group had was having to do it every day, a sentiment that almost every
participant in this group shared. Many expressed that is was hard to remember to do it every day.
Several participants also expressed that the videos were too hard to understand.
Many participants in the massed practice group also expressed difficulty in understanding
the videos. Some participants also wanted more directions on which videos to watch when.
Several participants also expressed frustrations with the weekly quizzes. One participant said that
“watching 30 minutes at a time was overwhelming and discouraging,” but also that watching five
minutes a day “would have been way worse.” Finally, one participants’ sole complaint was that
there weren’t more videos.
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Most of the unsorted participants seemed to comment on the quizzes, rather than the
listening activity itself. They expressed that they were too hard and confusing.
Overall, it seemed that the participants in the massed practice group mostly reacted
positively to the activities. They seemed to like the videos and they felt like they learned from
them. The spaced practice group also responded mostly positively to the activity, though not
nearly as much as the massed practice group. It is possible that this may actually be because of
the spaced practice itself, considering that almost all participants expressed disliking having to
do daily practice and even the participant who called massed practice “overwhelming and
discouraging” said that the daily practice would have been worse. Finally, almost all of the
unidentified participants, including the two in the spaced and massed practice groups, responded
quite negatively to the activity, though a few did react positively to it. This may be because most
of them may not have done the weekly listening activity, so not may they have only been
reacting to the weekly quizzes, but the quizzes would have been a lot more confusing and
difficult without the daily practice to help them and train their ears. Another possibility is that
they purposefully made themselves unidentifiable on purpose because they didn’t like the
activity. In fact, one participant put as their name, “I'd rather not say. I didn't care for this new
program but don't want my teacher to know that I didn't like it!,” after which the researcher
added a subtitle to the name question ensuring the participants that their teachers would “not see
any of [their] responses and [the survey would] not affect [their] grade.” Also, six of the 14
unidentified participants did not give any name at all, fake or otherwise, though four of those six
were among the first six participants to respond to the survey, during which time there was no
place for them to put their name, which was quickly changed, but too late for those six.
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For participants’ full responses to the questions in the postsurvey, see Appendix K. For a
blank copy of the postsurvey, see Appendix J.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Limitations of the Current Study
There are a great many limitations in the current study. Participants did too well on both
the immediate and delayed posttests to tell if there was any difference between the two groups.
Also, almost all of the data relied heavily on the participants’ word. There was also a heavy
selection bias as less than one-fifth of the potential participants reported participating at all in the
activity and also identifiably gave permission to be included in the study, and of those
participants, none of them actually did the activity all seven weeks. In conjunction with the threat
of selection bias is the small sample size, which made it impossible to establish significance.
Then there is the problem of the unidentifiable participants, who may or may not have
participated in the weekly listening, but for whatever reason, did not make themselves
identifiable in the postsurvey although they allowed for their data to be used in the study.
Another problem was that there were four different sections, each of which was taught by a
different teacher, although they all had the same basic lesson plans. Also, each section had a mix
of treatments and they found out about the different treatments, which may have affected how
they felt about the activity. Another major threat to validity was that the massed practice group
seemed to enjoy the activity better, which may have also skewed results. Finally, the everpresent threat to validity is that of subject characteristics, which is exaggerated by the small
sample size.
Likely the biggest potential threat to validity is that all of the data except the assessments
rely on the students’ word, having no way of corroborating it. In addition, the weekly quizzes
and the immediate posttest were online quizzes given on the class Canvas page (on
canvas.instructure.com) where they could take them at their leisure wherever they wanted, so
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since there was no proctor, there is no real way of knowing if they cheated on either of those
assessments. However, for both these concerns it is important to note that in order to attend
Brigham Young University, where this study takes place, every student has to sign and live by
the University’s Honor Code, which includes academic honesty. Teachers also trust their
students not to lie or cheat. As for the listening reports and survey entries, while students could
have reported whatever they wanted, there would be no reason to do so, especially because they
were not given a grade for any of it. The listening reports also included a place for students to
report “what they learned” from the videos they watched and asked which videos they watched.
While they could have faked their answers, it would have been very difficult to do so, probably
more difficult than simply doing the work.
The next biggest threat to validity for the first research question is, as previously
discussed, the ceiling effect. It appears that both posttests were simply too easy for the
participants. Just because some participants did not get perfect scores on the assessments does
not mean that they were not capable of doing so, especially when they were only—at most—a
few points away from a perfect score. There is a difference between a participant’s “observed
score” (the score that they actually get on an assessment) and their “true score” (the score that
represents what they actually know). The difference between a participant’s true score and their
observed score can have any number of reasons. They may have simply accidentally clicked the
wrong button or filled in the wrong answer. They may have been having a rough time and gotten
a lower score because of that. This would be especially true for the delayed posttest, because it
was taken from the final, meaning that participants were dealing with the physical and mental
stresses of finals week while taking that assessment. Some students may also have missed a
couple points because of testing fatigue, rather than an inability to answer it. The immediate
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posttest was at the end of the Chapter 3 exam and the delayed posttest was 50 questions long and
most likely took quite a bit of time. Therefore, any difference in the two groups of participants is
more likely to be due to testing error than to any actual difference in the two groups, because the
posttests were too easy for these participants.
The next biggest threat to validity is that every participant spent a different total amount
of time listening to German during the weekly listening session. The most time reported for the
weekly listening sessions was three hours and two minutes and the least amount of time reported
for the weekly listening sessions was twelve minutes. Fortunately, there was a bit of match-up
between the two groups in overall time reported watching videos, so one group did not overall
report spending more time watching videos than the other group. (See Appendix F to see how
much time individual participants reported spending in both groups on their weekly listening
quizzes.)
Despite this discrepancy, one participant who only reported spending twelve minutes on
the weekly listening assignments got a perfect score on the delayed posttest while the participant
who reported three hours and two minutes got 98% on the same assessment. And the same
participant who got only one out of five points on the immediate posttest got the full fifty points
on the delayed posttest. Both of these examples serve as further evidence that the difference in
scores received on the posttest are more likely due to testing error than anything else because the
tests were too easy, causing a ceiling effect, and the immediate posttest was too short.
Yet another threat to the validity of this study was attrition. There were 75 potential
participants and only 13 were “identifiable” and allowed their results to be included in the study.
All but four of the participants missed at least one weekly quiz and none of the participants did
the weekly listening assignment for the full seven weeks, though some did the full assignment
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for the first six weeks, so there might have been some confusion on when they were supposed to
stop. There were also many students who did the activities, but did not allow their data to be used
in the study, as was their right. Consequently, there was a huge selection bias problem in this
study, making it impossible to tell if any positive results are caused by the listening activities and
the spacing of the practice or if they are simply caused by those participants’ positive attitudes
and work ethic.
Another, more minor threat to the validity was that this study involved four different
sections of German 101, each with a different teacher. However, these teachers were all given
the same exact lesson plans to follow and all participants were all given the same assignments.
These steps should have helped prevent the teacher difference from having too much of an
influence on student scores, though the participants in section four appear to have done just
slightly less well on their assessments as those from sections one and three (No identifiable
participants were from section two). Also, students were randomly assigned to each group,
regardless of who their teacher was.
However, this last control on section characteristics presented another threat because
some students discovered that some of their fellow students had slightly different assignments,
which introduced a possible Hawthorne effect. It also proved to be confusing for teachers and
students alike to have both treatment groups in each section.
While many of the potential threats listed above only apply to the first two research
questions, a major threat to the last two research questions is the question of the unsorted
participants. It is possible they actually did the weekly listening sessions, but hated them so
much they purposefully made themselves unidentifiable (as one participant actually said), so
participants may have actually responded a lot more negatively to the weekly listening
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assignment than it may appear from just looking at those who were identifiably in the spaced or
massed practice group. However, it is also possible that most of the unidentifiable participants
did not do the weekly listening activity at all and all of their negative feedback was aimed at the
weekly quizzes, which they would have done without the outside support of the listening
activities.
The ever-present threat to validity in any research involving humans is always participant
characteristics. One major characteristic was that the students in the massed practice group
reacted more positively to the weekly listening assignments, which means that they may have
simply scored higher because they enjoyed it more. This study also made an attempt to isolate
characteristics that may have been affecting results in the data analysis section of question 2,
though the only potential extraneous variable discovered was whether participants had studied
German at all in high school and whether participants’ first language was English. However, it is
again important to note that correlations, even the strong ones, may not have any actual meaning
or application in the real world, especially considering all the correlations that were run. This
problem is further compounded, again, by the ceiling effect. Because all of the participants did so
well, it’s hard to say if these are correlations between various participant characteristics and their
ability to understand spoken German, correlations between various participant characteristics and
a third variable, or completely meaningless.
Despite all of the limitations to this study, it is the researcher’s hope that it will spark a
conversation on how spaced and massed practice interact with language learning and teaching. It
is also hoped that the study, or at least the literature review, will highlight the need for more
research in this field, especially more research involved delayed posttests as well as immediate
posttests.
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Suggestions for Future Research
There is still much to be done in the combined fields of spaced versus massed practice
and language acquisition. First, someone should replicate this study, except the students should
do their weekly listening on some sort of website that they would log in to that tracks how long
each student spends on which videos. Even better would be a website that would track how they
view the videos so their listening strategies could be analyzed.
In a replication of the study, it would also be important to get better instruments. It would
be better to use instruments whose reliability and validity have already been established. The
posttests should also be separate from the participants’ grades and have more questions so they
can be made harder to actually show what abilities students have. It would also be better to have
the surveys, posttests, and informed consent form on the same website that they had to log in to
so that every participant’s data is in one place with the same identifier on it.
It would also be good to replicate this study with the above suggestions in a beginning
high school language class, so the practice can last longer, closer to a half a year than one and a
half months. This would also make it more likely that the students really are true beginners of
German. Since it is likely that some of the students would continue on for another two, three, or
four years, it would also make follow-up easier.
Someone should also replicate this study comparing the effects of having the students
write about their listening activity and not having students write anything at all, just listening and
watching. There also need to be more participants in these studies than were in the current study.
One potential way to help the attrition rate would be to give students participation points for
doing each activity. Another way to help increase the sample size would be to do the study
multiple semesters so that there are more potential participants to begin with.
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It would also be better to have the consent form at the beginning of the study, even
though it would introduce the Hawthorne Effect, so that students understand why they are doing
what they are doing. Because they would have already committed to doing the study and
understand why, this would also help ensure that the same participants are doing each activity so
there aren't 18 students who do the activity and 18 students who take the postsurvey, but only 3
of them are the same students.
In general, there is a great need for more studies done within a language learning
classroom comparing spaced and massed practice using both immediate and delayed posttests.
There are very few studies examining the effects of spaced and massed practice on second
language learning, especially involving skills development, and even less that have a delayed
posttest, which is where the real value is, according to psychological research.
Each of the potential extraneous variables discussed in the data analysis section as part of
the second research question could have their own study, either more closely examining the
correlation or testing for causation, if possible.
As for the listening activity itself, Table 7 in the analysis section above seems to suggest
that having a low-pressure environment may be key to how students respond to authentic
materials. If it is assumed that unsorted participants are unsorted because they did not do the
listening sessions at all, this means that they were only doing the weekly quizzes. This meant that
they were only exposed to authentic German in high-pressure environments: weekly quizzes.
Even though students only received participation points for doing the quizzes, the unsorted
students were almost unanimous in their declaration that they were not “glad [they were] able to
watch clips of videos actual Germans watch.” However, those who had more exposure to
authentic videos in a low-pressure environment (the weekly listening assignments) were almost
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unanimous in their declaration that they were “glad [they were] able to watch clips of videos
actual Germans watch.” This phenomenon needs more studies to see if the survey response
discrepancies were actually because of how high- or low-pressure the environment was in which
they watched authentic videos.
Pedagogical Implications
According to participant survey responses, assigning students to watch German videos
for half an hour a week is an enjoyable way for students to improve their L2 German listening
comprehension abilities. It can also help students learn extra vocabulary and grammar and
increase their confidence in their German listening comprehension abilities. According to the
findings in Table 7 (displayed and discussed in the data analysis section), presenting authentic
German videos in a low-stakes environment may be key to how students respond to them. This is
especially true if the assumptions about the unsorted participants made in the suggestions for
future research section are true.
It is also recommended that teachers choose their authentic videos carefully. According
to the feedback given by the participants in the postsurvey, teachers should choose videos that
will be fun for students to watch. They should also give students some guidance of which videos
may be more appropriate for their ability, but still leave them some opportunity to pick which
videos interest them.
Although the results of this study are inconclusive as to whether spaced or massed
practice are more beneficial, both in the short- and long-term, other research, mostly
psychological, implies that spaced practice helps students better retain practiced ability in the
long-term. However, the results of the surveys in this study as discussed in the data analysis
section all indicate that the participants in the massed practice group found the activity more
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enjoyable and were a lot more likely to continue watching the videos after the class was over,
though, again, there were so few participants in each group that it is hard to say whether this is
because of the difference in practice or the difference in participants.
Finally, it is also hoped that this study will encourage teachers to begin using modern
technology to expose their students to more samples of authentic, target-language materials.
Teachers have more resources than ever before to give students opportunities to practice their TL
in authentic situations in their homes. They would be remiss not to use them.
Conclusions
The conclusions of this study are that there are no conclusions in this study because of the
lengthy limitations discussed in the limitations section of this study. That said, it is hoped that
(for those who read it) this study and its literature review will highlight the need for more
research in this field, especially more research involving delayed posttests as well as immediate
posttests. The researcher also hopes that it will encourage teachers to begin using modern
technology to expose their students to more samples of authentic, target-language materials.
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Appendix A: Presurvey (Blank)
The survey was created 6/10/2016 and was presented as a Google Survey online. Note:
Some of these questions were intended for use by the teacher only. Participant results for these
questions will not be included in Appendix B – Presurvey (Participant Responses).
Getting to Know You
To help us get to know you.
* Required
1. Name *
__________________________________
2. Section Teacher *
Choose [This was a dropdown menu]
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
About You
Tell us a little about yourself.
3. Gender
O Male
O Female
[Every time there is a “O” bullet point, participants could only select one option.]
4. Major
__________________________________
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5. Minor
__________________________________
6. Allergies
__________________________________
7. Birthday [Participants selected from a calendar the day, month, and year.]
__________________________________
8. Where are you from?
__________________________________
Previous Experience
9. Have you ever taken any German classes before?
O Yes
O No
[If participants selected “Yes”, they continued to the section starting with question 10.]
[If participants selected “No”, they skipped to the section starting with question 13.]
Previous Classes
10. How much German have you taken at the High School level? *
O <1 year (includes none)
O 1 year
O 2 years
O 3 years
O 4 years
O more than 4 years
11. How much German have you previously taken at the college/university level?
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O >1 semester (includes none)
O 1 semester
O 2 semester
O 3 or more semesters
12. Have you taken any other German classes not mentioned above?
(middle school classes, elementary classes, immersion programs, etc)
__________________________________
[Participants then continued to the section starting with question 13.]
Personal Experience
13. Do any of your friends or family speak German?
O Yes
O No
[If participants selected “Yes”, they continued to the section starting with question 14.]
[If participants selected “No”, they continued to the section starting with question 16.]
Personal Experience
14. What is their relation to you?
(Mother? Father? Both parents? Your sister and your best friend? Second cousin once
removed?)
__________________________________
15. Have you ever practiced or tried to learn German with these family members or
friends before?
O No, never
O Yes, just a little bit, but we never got past words and phrases
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O Yes, quite a bit
Other Languages
16. Do you speak any languages other than English and German? (More than 50 words.)
O Yes
O No
[If participants selected “Yes”, they continued to the section starting with question 17.]
[If participants selected “No”, they skipped to the section starting with question 19.]
Other Languages
17. Which other languages do you speak? (More than 50 words per language)
Mark all that apply
[The boxes indicate that the participants could select as many as they wanted.]
□ Spanish
□ Portuguese
□ French
□ Italian
□ Russian
□ Japanese
□ Chinese
□ Other: _____________________
18. How well would you say you speak your best language (not including your native
language)?
O Novice (can repeat memorized words and phrases only)
O Intermediate (can create sentences without much trouble)
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O Advanced (speak in paragraphs)
O Superior (could discuss a random issue at length, giving pros and cons for both
sides)
Motivation
19. Why are you taking this class?
__________________________________
Anything else?
What else would you like your teacher to know about you?
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Appendix B: Presurvey (Participant Responses)
The survey was created 6/10/2016 and was presented as a Google Survey online. Note:
Some of the survey questions were intended for use by the teacher only. Those questions are not
included here as they are irrelevant to the study. Also, for some responses, the researcher
generalized answers to protect participants’ identities.
Getting to Know You
2. Section Teacher
Section 1

5

Section 2

0

Section 3

6

Section 4

3

About You
3. Gender
Male

5

Female

9

4. Major
Humanities

4

Arts

2

Sciences

3

Health

2

Business

2
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Undecided

1

7. Participant Ages
18-32

11

32-46

1

no answer

2

8. Where are you from?
Utah

3

Other US States

9

Non-Indo-European Country

2

Previous Experience
9. Have you ever taken any German classes before?
Yes

8

No

6

Previous Classes
10. How much German have you taken at the High School level? *
<1 year (includes none)

3

2 years

2

3 years

1

4 years

2

more than 4 years

0
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Blank

6

11. How much German have you previously taken at the college/university level?
>1 semester (includes none)

6

1 semester

2

2 semesters

0

3 or more semesters

0

Blank

6

12. Have you taken any other German classes not mentioned above?
(middle school classes, elementary classes, immersion programs, etc)
4 years in elementary school

1

No

5

Blank

8

Personal Experience
13. Do any of your friends or family speak German?
Yes

13

No

1

Personal Experience
15. Have you ever practiced or tried to learn German with these family members or
friends before?
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No, never

4

Yes, just a little bit, but we never got past words and
phrases

8

Yes, quite a bit

1

Blank

1

Other Languages
16. Do you speak any languages other than English and German? (More than 50 words.)
Yes

9

No

5

Other Languages
17. Which other languages do you speak? (More than 50 words per language)
[No participants marked more than one language]
Spanish

5

other Latin language

2

Non-Indo-European language

2

blank

5

18. How well would you say you speak your best language (not including your native
language)?
Superior (could discuss a random issue at length, giving pros and cons for both
sides)

4
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Advanced (speak in paragraphs)

0

Intermediate (can create sentences without much trouble)

6

Novice (can repeat memorized words and phrases only)

3

blank

1
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Appendix C: Listening Report (Blank)
* Required
1. Name *
__________________________________
2. When did you start your listening session today? *
__:__ AM [A dropdown menu also gave them the option of selecting “PM”]
3. When did you end your listening session today? *
__:__ AM [A dropdown menu also gave them the option of selecting “PM”]
4. What did you learn from what you watched? *
____________________________________________________________________
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Appendix D: Weekly Listening Report (Participant Responses)
Ashley
When
did you
start
your
listening
session
today?

When
did you
end your
listening
session
Video(s)
Timestamp
today?
watched
"Wickie und
die starken
9/19/2016 11:40:00 11:45:00 Männer" and
23:50:03
PM
PM "Wendy"

9/21/2016 11:27:00
23:48:10
PM

Zum
Reinschuppern
7:33:00 , Backe Backe
PM Kuchen

Falsche Wege,
9/23/2016 11:49:00 11:54:00 Gebt Kaiser
23:59:41
PM
PM und gebt Gott
DIY
9/24/2016 4:58:00 5:04:00 Schokoladents
17:00:17
PM
PM chafel
10/5/2016 11:53:00 11:58:00
23:58:26
PM
PM Bibi und Tina
10/6/2016 9:34:00 9:39:00 Alice Im
21:41:23
PM
PM Wunderland
10/7/2016 11:52:00 11:57:00
23:55:06
PM
PM Jungle Book
10/12/2016 6:52:00 6:57:00 Alles Steht
18:57:08
PM
PM Kopf
10/18/2016 11:56:00 12:01:00
0:01:58
AM
AM Zoomania
10/19/2016 12:19:00 12:24:00
0:25:14
AM
AM Merida
10/19/2016 11:52:00 11:57:00 Phineas and
23:57:23
PM
PM Ferb
10/20/2016 3:23:00 3:28:00
15:30:56
PM
PM Ralph Reichts

What did you learn from what you
watched?
In "Wickie und die starken Männer", the
first boy said "Entschuldigung" and in
"Wendy" the girl called the horse
"schön"
In Zum Reinschuppern, the boy said
"meine schwester" and something about
Sherlock Holmes I think. In "Backe
Backe Kuchen they were baking treats
and they mentioned chocolate.
In Falsche Wege, Elder Holland bears
his testimony that God is our father in
heaven and that he loves us. In Gebt
Kaiser und gebt Gott, Jesus tells the
people to give God what is His
They man and I'm guessing his daughter
were making chocolate designs together
A man with a mullet gave a horse an
apple and the girl cast a spell
When Alice first woke up she said
"where am I?"
The snake said to have no fear
Riley's parents were trying to feed her
broccoli and at first she was disgusted
and then angry.
I learned that "tier" means "animal" in
German
Merida introduced her dad, brothers,
and mom
A "stock" is a stick in German
The little girl said Ralph had big hands
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10/26/2016 11:41:00 11:46:00
23:50:48
PM
PM Oben
11/1/2016 9:10:00 9:15:00
21:16:23
PM
PM Neu Verföhnt

The old man asked "what did you say?"
Rapunzel has magic hair

Chantel

Timestamp

When did you start When did you end
your listening
your listening
session today?
session today?

9/20/2016
22:41:45

10:35:00 PM

9/27/2016
23:48:26

11:40:00 PM

Video(s)
watched
Wickie und
die starken
Männer: Ein
echter
10:40:00 AM Wikinger!
DIY
SCHOKOL
ADENTAF
EL mit
BILD selber
11:47:00 AM machen

What did you learn
from what you
watched?
German is hard to
understand when
people have an accent
or speaking
impairment.
Chocolate in German
is spelled with an sch.
Also that pictures on
chocolate is actually
pretty cool and seems
fun.

Chris

Timestamp

When
did you
start
your
listening
session
today?

9/23/2016
19:49:44

7:15:00
PM

When
did you
end your
listening
session
today?
Video(s) watched

What did you learn
from what you
watched?
There are a lot more
cognates than I
thought, and it
sometimes easier to
understand words in
context, but it is
sometimes harder.
German movie titles
The Jungle Book trailer, Zoomania are different than
teaser trailer, Der kleine Nick: On American movie
nein!, Falsche Wege, DIY
titles for the same
Schokoladentafel, Bibi & Tine:
movies, and I hadn't
7:45:00 Der Groß Wettreiten und Mein
thought about the
PM Bruder Hyrum.
fact that they have
different actors and
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actresses to voice
characters in
German.

9/28/2016
22:25:14

10/8/2016
17:08:45

10/13/2016
16:47:19

9:48:00 10:19:00
PM
PM

4:37:00
PM

4:15:00
AM

5:07:00
PM

4:45:00
AM

Disney - RAPUNZEL - Neu
verföhnt - Offizieller Trailer #1, FilmClip - Intro Russell, FilmClip - Meet Dug Ext, /Pixar OBEN - Neuer Trailer, & FERB Clip: STAR WARS DAY - auf
DISNEY XD, - RALPH
REICHTS - Offizieller deutscher
Trailer, - MERIDA - LEGENDE
DER HIGHLANDS - DVD und
Blu-ray Trailer, - DIE
FANTASTISCHE WELT VON
OZ - Auf DVD und Blu-ray,
EISKÖNIGIN: PARTY-FIEBER Der coole Kurzfilm vor
CINDERELLA - Jetzt auch im
Hande, Haustiercamp: Homestory
von Eva,DIE EISKÖNIGIN VÖLLIG UNVERFROREN Offizieller Deutscher Trailer 2,
DIE EISKÖNIGIN - VÖLLIG
UNVERFROREN - Filmclip - Die
Party ist vorbei
Bert und Elmo: Wie schmeckt das
denn? ,Sesamstraße präsentiert:
Rapunzel ,Elmo singt mit seinen
Nachbarn | NDR ,Ernie und Bert
in der Pyramide | Sesamstraße |
NDR ,Krümelmonster
demonstriert schnell und langsam |
NDR Krümelmonster erklärt
"wichtig" | Sesamstraße | NDR,
Die Mädchen-WG im Schnee:
Homestory: Leona
Den Tag retten | Folge 113 | DC
Super Hero Girls , Heldin des
Monats: Poison Ivy | Folge 112 |
DC Super Hero Girls ,
Waffenkunde | Folge 110 | DC
Super Hero Girls , Clubleben |
Folge 109 | DC Super Hero Girls ,
Heldin des Monats: Bumblebee |

It is interesting to see
how they change the
animation to match
the German words in
some of the
translated movies
and TV shows.
Learning the
different cases in
German is important
to speak fluently
without having to
stop to think which
case you need to
speak in.

It helps me
understand better
when I hear words
repeated, instead of
just hearing them
once during a video.
There are many
words that are used
frequently, and I
need to make sure
that I know those
basic words,
especially verbs.
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Folge 108 | DC Super Hero Girls ,
Design-Katastrophe | Folge 1107 |
DC Super Hero Girls , Glatteis in
der Super Hero High | Folge 106 |
DC Super Hero Girls, Kraftprobe |
Folge 105 | DC Super Hero Girls
, Super-Outfit | Folge 104 | DC
Super Hero Girls,
Zimmerkameradinnen | Folge 103 |
DC Super Hero Girls ,Alles über
Super Hero High | Folge 102 | DC
Super Hero Girls ,Willkommen an
der Super Hero High! | Folge 101 |
DC Super Hero Girls
Corrine
When
did you
start
your
listening
session
Timestamp today?

When
did you
end your
listening
session
today?
Video(s) watched
ALLES STEHT KOPF – Auf
9/19/2016 10:43:00 10:55:00 DVD, Blu-ray™ und 3D Blu22:55:18
PM
PM ray™ | Disney HD

What did you learn from
what you watched?
Freude, Kummer, Angst,
Wut, und Enkel sind
Rileys Emotionen.

Emmelia

Timestamp

9/19/2016
15:08:42

When
did you
start
your
listening
session
today?

3:00:00
PM

When
did you
end your
listening
session
Video(s)
today?
watched

Falsche
Wege,
Wendy:
3:05:00 Die
PM Wette

What did you learn from what you watched?
In Falsche Wege I learned that Elder Holland
and his son were trying to find their way
home after an outing in Southern Utah and
prayed to know which way to go but when
they took that path they quickly realized it
was wrong and took the other path. When
Elder Holland's son asked why God told them
to take the wrong path, Elder Holland said he
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Mein
Bruder
Hyrum,
Wendy:
Christian
9/20/2016 11:20:00 11:26:00 braucht
11:30:21
AM
AM Hilfe

9/21/2016
9:30:58

9:17:00
AM

Der
kleine
Nick: Oh
nein!,
Der
kleine
9:23:00 Nick:
AM Jungs!

thinks it was because that was the quickest
way for them to know for sure they were
going the right way. In the Wendy video,
Wendy and her friend were arguing over the
radio station in the stable where they worked
so they made a deal that every 2 weeks they
switch who picks the station.
I learned that Hannah's brother Hyrum has
autism but they are best friends and do lots of
activities together. It doesn't matter that he is
different and his differences are not a bad
thing. God tells us to love one another and not
be critical of each other's differences. In the
Wendy video, Christian's horse is stuck in the
mud so Wendy, Christian and another friend
have to work together and stay calm to get the
horse out of the mud.
In the first video, Nick needs a new school
bag but the one at the store is expensive so
Nick tells his father he'd rather have a soccer
ball and his father suggests they can also go
out for cake since they will have a lot of
money left over from merely purchasing a.
Soccer ball and repairing the old school bag.
But then NIck and his friends start kicking the
ball around and break a vase in the shop, so
they don't get cake any more and then they go
outside to find a parking ticket on Nick's dad's
car and the meter man says it's too late,
despite Nick's father being there as the meter
man finishes writing the ticket. In the second
video, NIck and his friends see a poster for a
"Three Musketeers" movie and the boys start
playing with rulers as swords, after a slight
disagreement about who gets to be Dartanyon,
but NIck wins because he said it first. THe
boys are playing when another boy comes
along and wants to play too, but NIck and his
friends first call him a nerd, then tell him he
can be the Cardinal and start chasing him,
eventually Nick and his friends catch up to
the nerdy boy but NIck tells his friends to be
careful tells because the nerdy kid is standing
by a police officer. Nick and his friends
disband and agree to see each other the next
day.
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9/22/2016
9:17:44

9:02:00
AM

Der
kleine
Nick:
Backe,
backe,
Kuchen!,
Das
Dschung
elbuch:
9:07:00 Mogli
AM und Kaa

Alles
Steht
Kopf,
Zoomani
a-Erster
Offizielle
r TeaserTrailer,
Ralph
ReichtsOffizielle
r
9/23/2016 11:40:00 11:46:00 deutscher
11:53:20
AM
AM Trailer

Nick and his class are learning to bake cake,
but the children fight over which bowls they
get and all say "me first!" The instructor
stands up front mixing chocolate and Otto
asks if she needs help but she says she must
do that part alone. Later on, one of the boys
catches the Streber, Albert, copying his
method and throws an egg on his glasses,
making Albert cry for help because he can't
see and is "blind." The teacher sends the
perpetrator to the corner and takes Albert to
get his glasses cleaned off. In the second
video, Mogli ensures into a cave to retrieve
some flowers but is stopped by a big snake.
Mogli explains he needs the flowers behind
the snake, but the snake refuses and after
insisting that he needs them, Mogli runs
away. Meanwhile, a group of monkeys taunt a
differnt snake, telling it to "come here, lazy
thing" and trick it into tangling itself around a
fountain so it can't move. Mogli goes back to
the cave and outsmarts the first snake, which
tells him to come back, and finds the second
snake all wrapped up. He asks it what
happened and then notices the group of
monkeys who snatch and eat most of the
flowers and laugh at Mogli and the snake for
needing them.
In Alles Steht Kopf I learned that a girl named
Riley has a bunch of different emotions like
joy, sadness and fear but no matter whether
we are happy or sad we shouldn't be scared
because it's all in our heads. In Zoomania I
learned that there are no people, only
anthropomorphized animals who walk on two
legs, wear clothes and use technology. Their
society is great among the big and small, fast
and slow animals but sometimes problems
still arise, particularly between rabbits and
foxes. In Ralph Reichts I learned that there is
a guy named Ralph who is supposed to be bad
but he runs away from his video game,
causing it to be shut down because the good
guy can't be good without him and some little
girl asks Ralph why he has such big hands.
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9/24/2016
11:44:17

9/26/2016
9:17:48

9/27/2016
11:34:54

Ernie and Bert go inside a pyramid and Bert is
very excited and admires everything but Ernie
says he's scared and wants to leave. They see
2 statues and each favors the one that looks
more like himself. Bert then decides to go
further into the pyramid but Ernie still feels
scared and decides to wait next to the statues.
When Bert leaves the statue knocks on Ernie's
hat and Ernie calls Bert back into he room and
the statue has stopped moving but Ernie tells
Bert what happened. Bert doesn't believe
Ernie and tells him its impossible for a
thousand year old statue to move. The same
type of thing ensues when the statue talks.
Finally Ernie starts singing to himself while
Sesame
Bert's gone and the statue sings and dances
Straße:
with him. Ernie is no longer scared of the
Ernie und statue but he still wants to go home and Bert
tells him it's time to go home. Right before
Bert in
11:33:00 11:38:00 die
they leave the statue speaks to Bert and he
AM
AM Pyramide freaks out.
I learned that the mirror on the wall couldn't
remember what question it usually answers
until Bert, dressed as the evil queen, asks it
who is the most beautiful in the whole land.
The mirror responds that that is the question,
he remembers now, and tells Bert that he/she
is the most beautiful in the whole land.
Bert/Queen asks the mirror the same question
ever day and the mirror always replies things
like "is it even a question?" And "It's always
you." One day Ernie, dressed as Snow White,
comes in and the mirror tells him/her that that
Schneewi that he is also beautiful, then a pig comes in
ttchen
and a dog, the mirror compliments them all on
mit Ernie their various beautiful elements. Eventually
und Bert- all four want to know who the most beautiful
9:06:00 9:11:00 Sesamest is. The mirror says he himself is the most
AM
AM rasse
beautiful.
I learned that for a long time named Rapunzel
had lived in the middle of a dark forest. She
had long, beautiful golden hair. A prince had
heard of her long golden hair and wished to
Sesamest marry her. He came to her tower and told her
11:25:00 11:30:00 rasseso, and then asked her to let down her hair.
AM
AM Rapunzel She says she will but first she must make it
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9/28/2016
8:45:33

9/29/2016
8:49:47

8:36:00
AM

Sesamstr
asse:
8:41:00 Rumpelst
AM ilzchen

8:39:00
AM

Sesamstr
asseHansel
8:44:00 und
AM Gretel

more beautiful. HE says is is beautiful enough
already and to just let it down. She refuses
and insists on brushing and blow drying and
cutting her hair, all the while telling the prince
to be patient. Finally she is done and let's
down her hair but because she cut i, it is much
shorter than the tower. The rice tells her it is
too short to climb up and she scolds him for
wanting to marry her only for her hair.
Long ago there was a young man who could
do everything, but no one knew his name. He
tells us it's Rumpelstilzchen. He reiterates that
no one knows his name. The narrorator says,
except the king because he reads fairy tales.
Still, the king is unable to guess the name so
he grabs his census sheet and begins readinng
off names. None are right and
Rumpelstilzchen gloats that no one knows his
name. Eventually the king comes to the end of
the list and then says Rumpelstilzchen.
Rumpelstilzchen is surprised and asks the
king how he knew. The king says he read
it...off the back of Rumpelstilzchen's hoodie
that has his name embroidered on it.
Rumpelstilzchen didn't know he had his own
name on the back of his hoodie because he
never learned to read. The king begins to
teach him to read and the story ends with "So
Rumpelstilzchen finally learned how to read."
Hansel and Gretel were a brother and sister
who loved each other very much. ONe day
they went walking in the Forrest and got lost.
Hansel said he had been leaving a trail of
bread crumbs but they looked behind them
and the crumbs were gone, so they concluded
something must have eaten them. At that
point they started to get hungry and scared so
they ran toward home as fast as they could.
They came upon a house made of treats and
Gretel asks Hansel if he thinks it would be
OK to break off just a tiny corner. He thinks
it's ok, so she does and then a witch comes out
of the house and asks how the piece came to
be broken off her house. The kids say the
wind but the witch knows the truth.
Eventually Gretel notices some writing on the
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9/30/2016
8:43:14

8:34:00
AM

9/30/2016
8:43:46

8:34:00
AM

10/1/2016
16:08:20

4:00:00
PM

10/3/2016
9:02:02

8:52:00
AM

back of the piece, which lets them send the
witch back into her house while Hansel and
Gretel eat as much as they want.
Long ago there was a king. One day a
seamstress came to see him and informed him
that he could make him some wonderfully
fashionable new clothes that none but smart
people could see. The dumb people wouldn't
be able to see anything. The seamstress
"makes the clothes" and takes the king outside
to see his subjects. They assure him that he
looks great. Eventually the seamstress gives
Sesamstr him a cape with ducklings all over it and the
asse- Des king's subjects want one too. The seamstress
Kaisers
gives them out and the story ends with the
8:39:00 neues
fact that the king never had to wonder if he
AM Kleider
looked good again.
Long ago there was a king. One day a
seamstress came to see him and informed him
that he could make him some wonderfully
fashionable new clothes that none but smart
people could see. The dumb people wouldn't
be able to see anything. The seamstress
"makes the clothes" and takes the king outside
to see his subjects. They assure him that he
looks great. Eventually the seamstress gives
Sesamstr him a cape with ducklings all over it and the
asse- Des king's subjects want one too. The seamstress
gives them out and the story ends with the
Kaisers
8:39:00 neues
fact that the king never had to wonder if he
AM Kleider
looked good again.
I learned that an Arabian boy, Aladin, was
sent into a dark cave by an evil person. He
Sesamstr found a dirty lamp and rubbed it and out came
aßea genie, telling him he had three wishes.
Aladin
Aladdin cheated the system by using his three
und die
wishes to get more wishes, but eventually he
4:05:00 Wunderla runs out of wishes and the genie depart back
PM mpe
into the lamp.
Long ago in a castle surrounded by rose
thorns lives a princess who had slept for a
hundred years. She would only awaken with a
Sesamstr kiss from a prince. There were many princes,
assebut none had been able to get through the rose
8:57:00 Dornrosc thorns and make it to the castle, until a
AM hen
particularly valiant prince finally made it. He
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10/4/2016
8:53:03

10/5/2016
9:09:54

8:43:00
AM

Sesamstr
asse- Ali
Baba und
8:48:00 der vierte
AM Räuber

8:59:00
AM

Sesamstr
asse- Die
Prinzessi
9:04:00 n auf der
AM Ente

kissed Dornroschen and woke her up. She
said she was tired and when the prince told
her he had come for her and to come to his
castle, she said she had no desire to and
wanted to continue sleeping. The prince told
her she had already been sleeping for a
hundred years, but she still wanted to stay in
bed, which was comfortable, and stay in
dream land. She then invited the prince to get
in bed next to her and he ends up falling
asleep. She can't wake him up and concludes
that perhaps it's his turn to sleep for a hundred
years.
Ali and Baba are two friends wandering in the
desert with serious thirst. Their throats were
ray and they were looking for something to
drink but were lost. They thought they were
alone in the desert but then they meet Robber
number four. They ask him if he has
something to drink but he says no, and he is
also thirsty. He tells them that behind a
certain rock there is all they could want to
drink but they must give a password. They
say random things but nothing is the password
and the door in teh rock doesnt open until
Robber one comes out. Ali and Baba are
allowed to go inside and get a drink after that
and that is how they got something to drink.
I learned that there was a prince who had been
searching for the right princess for quite some
time. He put a rubber duck under a stack of
mattresses and asked all the princesses who
came his way to lay down on the bed and he
asked them what they felt. They all said the
mattress felt comfortable until one day a
completely new princess arrived. She hopped
up on the mattress and said she felt something
underneath, perhaps a stein. She was happily
surprised to see the rubber duck and the
PRince was relived to finally find the right
princess after all this time. He sings her a
song about how he is happy she is finally
there with him and she sings along, but seems
to be looking at the duck, admiring it's beak
and eyes and such. When the prince finishes
his song and suggests that he and the princess
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10/6/2016
8:50:07

8:39:00
AM

10/7/2016
9:02:39

8:52:00
AM

10/8/2016
13:55:30

1:44:00
PM

kiss, the princess agrees and kisses the duck!
The prince is shocked and the princess bids
him farewell and happily goes on her way
with the rubber duck.
Long ago there was a big, evil wolf. The wolf
corrects the statement and says he is a good
looking big, evil wolf. He was dressed as a
grandmother, wearing a grandmother night
dress, socks and glasses. There comes a knock
on the door and Rotkäppchen comes in and
says hello to the wolf, not at all fooled into
thinking the wolf is a grandmother. The wolf
compliments Rotkäppchen on her red hat and
clothes and exclaims that everything on
Rotkäppchen is red! Rotkäppchen says that
red is her favorite color and then sings about
how red is hot and red is fashionable and she
loves red. The they suddenly hear a knock on
the door and Hunter Bert comes in dressed all
in green because green is his favorite color.
Sesamstr Rotkäppchen and the wolf admire Bert's nice
looking green bag and wish thier favorite
asse8:44:00 Rotkäppc colors were green. Bert tells them he has
AM hen
some green things in his bag they can have.
In the Biest one, I learned that a beautiful lady
happened upon a big casatle and wnet inside.
She found a candle stick and asked if he was
the beast and he said no, he was Lumiere.
Then the beast appears and says he was once
a person but then a witch turned him in to a
big horrible beast and perhaps the Beauty
Sesamstr would be the one to break the spell. The
asse- Die Beauty likes the Beast, so when he tells her to
Schone
kiss him she does and he turns into a prince.
und das
HE asks her to mary him but she doesn't like
Biest,
him anymore and instead goes after the wolf
Elmo
that used to be a candlestick. The story
feiert den concludes with the fact that the beautiful
neuen
maiden likes beasts and monsters. I didn't
8:57:00 "Waldme understand anything in the second video
AM ister"
about Elmo.
Sesamstr In the Kekse one I learned that Ernie baked
aßesome cookies that cookie monster wanted but
Ernies
Ernie told him to wait. Ernie held up each of
1:49:00 geometris the four cookies and expand that the first one
PM che
was a circle because it had no sides and no
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Kekse,
Sesamstr
aßeQuietsch
eentschen
song

10/10/2016
9:05:41

8:54:00
AM

10/11/2016
9:01:32

8:50:00
AM

corners. He said the second was a square
because it had four equal corners and sides,
the third was a triangle because it only had 3
sides, and the fourth was a rectangle because
it had 2 short sides and 2 lang sides. After
Ernie showed each cookie, Cookie Monster
kept asking to eat one and Ernie kept telling
him to wait. Finally when Ernie was done he
said the cookie monster could eat them and
Cookie Monster said Ernie was a good friend.
In the second one, Ernie explains that he's in
the bath and has everything ready to go to was
himself but first he must find his little friend.
HE sings to the rubber duck and says it's his
sweetheart and he looks forward to playing
with it whenever he takes a bath. He says he
doesn't feel alone when he plays with it. He
washes its neck and says it must be clean too.
In the fast and slow demonstration, Ernie had
a plate of cookies that he said had been
making him happy all day at the thought of
eating them. Cookie monster came up next to
Ernie and Ernie explained to him that the
cookies were for him (Ernie). Cookie
MOnster said ok, but then said he had to
demonstrate the two methods of eating
Sesamstr cookies "fast and slow." Ernie was reluctant
asseand didn't like Cookie MOnster eating his
Krumelm cookie, so after the slow demonstration he
onster
took the plate back and told Cookie MOnster
demonstr he just wanted to eat his cookies now. Cookie
iert
monster took the plate back and did the fast
schnell
method, then ate the whole plate of cookies
and told Ernie that if he ever needs to know
und
langsam, anything about cookies to call him. In the
Sesamstr second video, Cookie MOnster tells us he's in
a small bakery and is going to explain the
asseKrumelm meaning of the word "important" to us. He
mentions each of te four kinds of cookies in
onster
fornt of him as being important, then gobbles
8:59:00 erklärt
AM "wichtig" them all up.
Elmo
In the first one, Elmo tells us he's going to
singt mit talk about neighbors and then asks if we know
seinen
what neighbors are. He says they are people
8:55:00 Nachbarn who live on your street. He walks down his
AM , Elmo
street and starts to sing about how his
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und Bert:
Die neue
Jacke

10/12/2016
8:54:19

8:39:00
AM

Bert und
Elmo:
Wie
schmeckt
das
denn?,
8:46:00 Krumelh
AM aschen

neighbors are his friends and he is never alone
in his neighborhood. He also says he laughs
and has fun with his neighbors in his
neighborhood. INN the second one Elmo has
a great new jacket and keeps telling Bert of its
newness. Bert asks Elmo why he is wearing a
thick jacket when the sun shines and it's warm
outside. He, Bert, says he's only wearing a
shirt because it's so wam. Then the wind starts
to blow and Bert says it's just a warm breeze,
but then he gets cold. It starts to snow and
Elmo is glad to be wearing a warm jacket and
says it's big. Bert gets in the jacket with Elmo
and once again, Elmo asks Bert whether it's a
nice jacket. This time Bert agrees that it is.
In the Bert and Elmo video, Elmo asks what
smells so good and Bert gives his soup 2 more
stirs and then says it's finished. He says it's
good and invites Elmo's to try it. Elmo agrees
it tastes good, but suggests it could use a little
sugar. They try it agian and Elmo says now it
needs a little salt. Then he says he likes red,
so he puts a red hot chili pepper in and makes
BErt taste it. Bert says it is too sweet, too
salty and too hot. At this point Cookie
Monster comes by and asks what smells so
good. He adds all the extra ingredients to thte
soup and eats it all, pronouncing it good, the
best soup ever. Then he finds a cookie to eat
and goes away. IN the second one, cookie
monster wants to be called the Cookie Bunny
and is disappointed when Elmo immediately
recognizes him by his blue fur and his big
eyes. He keeps correcting Ernie when he says
"Cookie Monster" instead of Cookie Bunny.
He explains that he has some frosted cookies
in his basket and he is going to hide them
where no one will find them. Ernie asks
where he is going to hide them and Cookie
Bunny says down his throat. Ernie says that is
a good place because no one will ever be able
to find them there. Ernie also asks Cookie
BUnny how many cookies he has. Cookie
bunny knows he has one with white frosting
and two with blue frosting and Ernie helps
him to count and realize he has three total
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10/13/2016
9:17:33

9:08:00
AM

10/14/2016
8:59:43

8:51:00
AM

10/15/2016 11:51:00
12:00:31
AM

10/17/2016
9:04:14

8:53:00
AM

cookies. At the end Ernie remembers to call
Cookie Monster "COokie Bunny" and cookie
monster accidentally corrects him back to
"Cookie Monster."
I learned that the dad had a sea creature kit
and the daughter had the normal kit. The kit
came with a bunch of differnt pictures to
trace. One said "i love mom" and the dad said
maybe they could save that one for mother's
DIY
day and the daughter said her mom loves
Schokola chocolate. They start out with dark chocolate
and then use white chocolate and then finish
dentafel
mit BILD with milk chocolate. When the chocolate is
done the dad says it will melt quickly in his
9:14:00 selber
AM machen
daughter's hands.
I understood that the kids had some kind of
competition coming up, and that when Bibi &
Tina got back to the stables with thier horses,
the lady was mad. The little kids asked the
stable lady what she had to eat and she asked
"You are hungry again/already?" At one point
Bibi &
at the end of their race to the stables, one of
Tina the girls said "first! I will also win tomorrow."
Das
And after they put thier horses in the stable
große
one girl said to the other that they would
8:56:00 Wettreite practice early the next day. Other than that,
AM n
this one was hard for me to understand.
DC
Superher
o GirlsI didn't understand much from the first one
Alles
but I did catch that it was Wonder Woman's
über
first day at superhero high and Bumble bee
Super
was supposed to be showing her around.
Hero
Bumblebee gave her a map/directory of the
High, DC school and I understood that BUmble said the
Super
green martian girl was very shy. IN the
Hero
second one I mostly understood that Harley
Girlssaid WOnder Woman's book was boring
Zimmerk because it had no ramance in it but Wonder
11:56:00 ameradin Woman said it was a math book and she had
AM nen
to study it.
Sesamstr I learned that there was a big, evil wolf. Two
asse-Der sheep didn't want to let him into their house
Wolf und because they were scared but then the wolf
8:59:00 die zwei
sung a sad song about how he's always alone
AM Geißlein because everyone is scared of him. He is sick
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10/18/2016 12:27:00
12:37:37
PM

10/20/2016
9:16:42

9:07:00
AM

10/21/2016
8:45:07

8:35:00
AM

and doesn't have an appetite. Ernie sheep
keeps saying they should open the door and
help him but Bert sheep keeps saying not to
open the door because he is still scared of the
wolf. WHen the wolf finishes singing the sad
song Bert agrees to open the door and the give
the wolf some cough medicine. The wolf then
feels well enough to regain his appetite and
Ernie and Bert run away but the wolf says he
is vegetarian and what smells good to him is
the broccoli on the table.
I learned that Ernie was scared of some noises
he'd been hearing and Bert told him to go to
sleep but he couldn't. Then Max Raab came
and Bert said it was good that he came when
he did because Ernie couldn't sleep. Ernie
asked Max to sing him a lullaby, so max did.
Max sang about the sun setting and the moon
taking ooff its glasses and the creatures in the
trees sleeping, so Ernie must sleep to and
Sesamstr close his eyes so he can dream. Bert asks
asse- Ein what kind of dream and Max says the apple,
Schlaflie red pepper would bring him breakfast. Then
d mit
Bert gets sleepy but he can't fall asleep
12:32:00 Max
because Ernie is now asleep with Berts
PM Raab
pillow.
I learned that they were telling the story of
Bert's teeth and teeth should be brushed 2 or 3
Sesamstr times a day. I understood that they called teh
asse
tooth brush and tooth paste heroes. I also
9:12:00 Schulthea learned that you're supposed to rinse you teeth
AM ter- Zahn with water when you're done brushing.
Super gover asked the lamb what her problem
was and the lamb said she closet her other
knitting needle. Grover sees the one i näher
hand and thinks she has found it but the lamb
says she's supposed to have 2 knitting
needles. Grover says now it's time for him to
Sesamstr use his megaphone but the lamb says she
assethinks it won't work because the knitting
Supergro needle doesn't have ears or hands. Then
bi 2.0
Grover uses a magnet and finds a cow bell
und die
and the lamb says it's not her needle but a cow
Nadel im comes and thanks the magnet for finding her
8:40:00 Heuhaufe cow bell. He next finds a horse's feed bucket
AM n
and the horse also thanks the magnet. Then
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10/22/2016 12:22:00
12:33:48
PM

10/25/2016
8:56:09

8:47:00
AM

10/26/2016
9:11:05

8:59:00
AM

Grover finds the other needle. BEfore he
departs he finds a farmer's tractor and the
farmer says thank you, but to the magnet.
Grover says of course this would happen
again.
I learned that Bert is doing an experiment
with red, yellow and blue to see what entirely
new colors he can create. He says red and
blue make purple, and yellow and red make
orange. Ernie says orange is a pretty color and
Bert asks if Ernie knows he is orange. Ernie
says he does know and that Bert is yellow.
The two are all set to do the final experiment
to see what yellow and blue make when Bert
realizes he's run out of yellow and says it's
catastrophic. Ernie makes green by dumping
blue on Bert's yellow skin. Ernie says the
Sesamstr experiment was great. In the second video,
aße: Bert Elmo and Julia greet each other and Elmo
experime asks Julia if she wants to go driving with him.
ntiert mit Julia says that the car is pretend but she'll go.
Farben,
So she gets is and Elmo won't start driving
Elmo:
until she has her seatbelt on. The start going
Autofahr and Julia says something along the lines of
12:27:00 en für
that she didn't realize a pretend car could be
PM Anfänger so realistic.
I learned that Ernie was supposed to be
meeting Bert right at that exact spot on the
fence to go apple picking. Usually Bert is
punctual but in this case Ernie couldn't find
him. Lena comes along and asks what's going
on and then helps Ernie look for Bert. She
sings a song and I didn't understand most of it
but I did understand that she said Bert is their
best friend and she asked where he is. At one
Sesamstr point she wants to eat a piece of fruit and
asseErnie tells her to stop because it might be
Lena und Bert, but probably not. At the end BErt
Ernie
appears and tells hem he's been there apple
8:52:00 suchen
picking the whole time and wondered where
AM Bert
Ernie was.
Berts
In the first video, Bert asks Ernie if he knows
Kettenrea what a chemical reaction is and then explains
ktion,
that it's when something makes something
9:05:00 Sibel
else happen and then that makes something
AM Kekilli
else happen and it keeps going. ERnie says it's
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10/27/2016
9:32:26

9:24:00
AM

9:29:00
AM

10/28/2016
15:13:16

3:02:00
PM

3:07:00
PM

und Elmo like when Bert is goofy and it makes him
erklären: (Ernie) laugh. Bert shows Ernie his chemical
Mut
reaction where some books topple into each
other and push a car down a ramp, which hits
a gong. He asks if Ernie wants to start the
reaction and Ernie says "Me?" He thinks it's
cool how the reaction plays out. In the second
video, Sibel and Elmo are explaining the
word of the day, which is brave. Sibel asks
Elmo if he knows what it means and he thinks
it's the sound a cow makes. Sibel tells him
that's not what it means, but that it means not
being scared of something. Elmo says he is
scared of spiders so she makes him pet one
and then she is scared too so she has to hold
it.
I learned that there were two sister, one
beautiful and hardworking and one ugly and
lazy. They agreed to help an old lady with her
house work. The old lady and the pretty sister
sang about the sun shining and everything
being clean and wonderful. They sang about
washing the dishes and doing the wash and
doing the cooking and baking. The lazy sister
kept making comments about his the was glad
she didn't have to do anything. Frau Holle
said she must have a job, even though the
pretty sister wanted to do everything. She told
the lazy sister to fluff the pillow and the lazy
Sesamstr sister said it couldn't be that hard. She ripped
aße- Frau the pillow and feathers started to get
Holle
everywhere and she said it was fun.
In the first one I learned that the two
Sesamstr musicians were looking for someone to
aßeperform for but they couldn't find anyone and
Bremer
they got hungry. They found a house where
Stadtmus the animals inside were eating tasty looking
ikanten,
food, so the musicians decided to make noise
one
outside until the occupants of the house
minute of noticed them and hopefully they'd get invited
Sesamstr in to eat. From there I didn't understand much
aße: Joy
except that at the end of the singing the
Denalane donkey and the dog got invited in to eat the
"Was
good food with the wolf and the chicken. In
auch
the second one Joy complimented Ernie on
immer"
his shirt and Ernie invited her to share his
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hamburger, which he says has lots of ketchup
on it. She declines and then Ernie gets
ketchup on his shirt. He rubs it and then he
says the spot got bigger.

Eric

Timestamp

9/25/2016
17:23:14

When
did you
start
your
listening
session
today?

When
did you
end your
listening
session
today?
Video(s) watched
Alice im Wunderland: Hinter
den Spiegeln - Offizieller
Trailer ALICE IM
WUNDERLAND - Offizieller
Trailer #2The Jungle Book Erster Offizieller Trailer
Elliot, der Drache - Offizieller
Trailer ALLES STEHT
KOPF – Auf DVD, Blu-ray™
und 3D Blu-ray™ | Disney
HD, ALLES STEHT KOPF Ekel und Wut - JETZT im
Kino | Disney HD, Alles Steht
Kopf - Riley's Erstes Date,
ZOOMANIA - Erster
Offizieller Teaser-Trailer
(German | deutsch) - 2016 im
Kino - Disney HD,
ZOOMANIA - Offizieller
Trailer (German | deutsch) JETZT im Kino - Disney HD,
ZOOMANIA - Im
3:20:00 3:50:00 Synchronstudio - JETZT im
PM
AM Kino | Disney HD.

10/9/2016 11:25:00 11:55:00 DIE EISKÖNIGIN to OBEN
23:55:40
PM
PM - FilmClip - Intro Russell

What did you learn from
what you watched?

I learned some words
from the movie, Those
words are pretty similar
to the words in German,
and also because I am
quit familar wiith those
movies I am able to learn
some of the phrases in it.
It is most aboout how
much I can understand it,
I can recognize
something from class.
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CINDERELLA to BAYMAX
10/16/2016 10:55:00 11:25:00 - RIESIGES
23:27:16
PM
AM ROBOWABOHU

I learned some of the
words in the video, and
they are kind of similar to
English. And those videos
are the videos that I am
familar with, so I can
guess a lot of the words.

Greg

Timestamp

When
did you
start
your
listening
session
today?

9/19/2016 11:29:00
23:36:16
PM
9/20/2016 4:13:00
16:20:03
PM

When
did you
end your
listening
session
today?
Video(s) watched
Der kleine Drache
Kokosnuss: Ausschnitt
aus der ersten Folge
und Das
11:35:00 Haustiercamp:
PM Homestory von Fynn
4:19:00 Wendy: Die Wette,
AM falsche wege

9/21/2016 11:00:00 11:12:00
23:13:47
PM
PM

9/22/2016 10:50:00 11:00:00
11:01:04
AM
AM
9/26/2016 11:01:00 11:06:00
23:07:02
AM
AM

DIY
SCHOKOLADENTA
FEL, Bibi & Tina
große Wettreiten
The Jungle Book Erster Offizieller
Trailer, DIE
EISKÖNIGIN VÖLLIG
UNVERFROREN Offizieller Deutscher
Trailer 2 - Disney
Alice im Wunderland:
Hinter den Spiegeln Offizieller Trailer,
ALICE IM

What did you learn from what
you watched?

Volkan=Volcano, natives speak
so fast! Miaw is how germans
spell cat noises.
Music, problem and t-shirt, papa
are all cognates i heard
Proper nouns stay the same, easy ,
medium and hard are cognates, so
is chocolate, melt, white/light,
dark and okay. I assume "hex" is
spell. recognized vater. Kein
problem= no problem. schnell=
fast
I thought it was interesting the
new voice actors get complete
credit. technology is a cognate as
is emotions. Zootopia vs
Zoomania. REcognized cold,
summer and warm ans sister.
Spiegeln= time, music doesnt
change even if the dubbing does.
recognized frau, sweine= pig?
maybe?
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9/27/2016 10:07:00 10:13:00
22:13:30
AM
AM

9/28/2016 11:22:00 11:30:00
23:31:09
PM
PM
9/29/2016 11:25:00 11:30:00
23:31:26
PM
PM

9/30/2016
16:44:04

4:37:00
PM

4:43:00
PM

10/1/2016 12:54:00 12:59:00
12:59:19
PM
PM
10/3/2016
21:47:44

9:40:00
PM

9:46:00
PM

10/4/2016 11:15:00 11:20:00
23:21:09
PM
PM

10/5/2016 11:14:00 11:19:00
23:19:47
PM
PM
10/6/2016 11:00:00 11:06:00
23:06:43
PM
PM
10/7/2016
19:37:47

7:30:00
PM

7:36:00
PM

WUNDERLAND Offizieller Trailer #2
Ernie und Bert in der
Pyramide |
Sesamstraße | NDR
Disney - RALPH
REICHTS - Offizieller
deutscher Trailer.
PHINEAS & FERB Clip: STAR WARS
DAY - auf DISNEY
XD. Gebt die Heiser...
Sesamstraße
präsentiert: "Aladin
und die
Wunderlampe"
Disney - KÜSS DEN
FROSCH - Offizieller
Trailer, BAYMAX RIESIGES
ROBOWABOHU Trailer 2
Supergrobi 2.0 und die
Nadel im Heuhaufen |
NDR

statue is a cognate. recognized
haus and dancer and goodbye.
recognized talk spricht/ sprecht

gokart is a cognate, so is plan.
recognized bruder. God=Gott?
recognized aber. sofa is a cognate
as is camera and paddleboat and
trampoline
prince, voodoo, hex, princess,
office, upgrades are all cognates.
surprised the name of the films
change.

farm and super are cognates.
heard frage and keiner and danke
"maiden with golden hair" harre
is a cognate so is prince as is
Sesamstraße
shampoo. something about bist
präsentiert: Rapunzel
du, "nein danke"
suchen= search "wo bist du"=
Lena und Ernie suchen where are you? Apple is a cognate
Bert | Sesamstraße
Lena is a german singer
costume is a cognate, maiden is
like ladies? applause is also a
cogante. cavity is also a cognate?
Sesamstraße
Zahnbürste is toothbrush and
Schultheater: Zahn
Zahnpasta is toothpaste
Sesamstraße
präsentiert: "Hänsel
und Gretel"
lebkuken= cookie/gingerbread?
wolf is a cognate. Geißlein = goat.
Sesamstraße
besser is better. broccoli is a
präsentiert: "Der Wolf cognate. he wanted cough
und die zwei Geißlein" medicine
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10/8/2016
17:31:34

5:26:00
PM

DIE GARDE DER
5:31:00 LÖWEN: Das Gebrüll
AM ist zurück - Filmclip

Sesamstraße
präsentiert:
10/10/2016 10:56:00 11:02:00 "Schneewittchen und
23:03:13
PM
PM die zwei Zwerge"
Sesamstraße
10/11/2016 10:20:00 10:26:00 präsentiert:
22:26:51
PM
PM Rotkäppchen - 4:46

10/12/2016 10:57:00 11:03:00
23:03:21
PM
PM

10/13/2016 10:06:00 10:11:00
22:12:13
PM
PM
10/14/2016 11:19:00 11:24:00
23:25:14
PM
PM
10/15/2016 10:47:00 10:53:00
22:53:18
PM
PM
10/17/2016 11:37:00 11:42:00
23:42:19
PM
PM
10/18/2016 11:32:00 11:37:00
23:37:11
PM
AM

Sesamstraße
präsentiert: "Frau
Holle" | NDR
Sesamstraße
präsentiert: "Des
Kaisers neue Kleider",
tadaa is just tadaa with
a german accent,
fantastisch is fanastic
Sesamstraße
präsentiert:
Rumpelstilzchen
Sesamstraße
präsentiert:
Dornröschen |
Sesamstraße
Joy Denalane: "Was
auch immer" |
Sesamstraße
Sesamstraße
präsentiert: "Bremer
Stadtmusikanten" |
NDR

10/19/2016 10:54:00 10:59:00 Bert und Elmo: Wie
22:59:58
PM
PM schmeckt das denn?
10/21/2016 3:45:00 3:50:00 Krümelmonster
15:50:57
PM
PM demonstriert schnell

neu=new papa is a casual form of
vater. recognized friend and sister
bed and maiden are cognates so is
haus. the princess was
complaining about not having
nice things. heard manicure and
pedicure
grossmuter, wolf, long are all
cognates.style, shoes and fashio
are all cognates as well. grun is
green. the sound for "knock
knock" is different. "rot" is red
fleisige and faul= hardworking
and lazy, Frau Holle is a german
fairy tale that im not familiar
with. Holle is snow? ich friere=
im freezing?

Kaiser is king. longe is long,
kleider is clothes, neue is new,
Namen = name. was is what weiss
is to know
far is a cognate, land is a cognate,
Dornröschen is sleeping beauty,
bed is a cognate, schlafen is sleep
hamburger and ketchup are
cognates. mit is with
esel=donkey, hund = dog, wolf=
wolf, huhn= hen ,
Stadtmusikanten= town musician
shmeckt= taste, sugar is a
cognate, salz is salt. suss is sweet,
sharfen is spicy, compliment is a
cognate, so is chillies, supe is
soup
demonstriert is a cognate, schnell
is fast, häschen is bunny
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10/22/2016
21:09:18

9:03:00
PM

und langsam,
Krümelhäschen
Krümelmonster
übernachtet bei Ernie
9:08:00 in Berts Bett - beide
PM Teile

10/24/2016 11:07:00 11:13:00 Sesamstrasse 23:13:08
PM
PM Blumen-Aufführung
Monster Theater: Der
10/26/2016 11:19:00 11:24:00 Postbote klingelt zwei
23:25:02
PM
PM Mal
10/27/2016 11:02:00 11:07:00 Supergrobi: Der
23:08:17
PM
PM Computer
10/28/2016 4:50:00 4:55:00 Ali Baba und der
16:56:13
PM
PM vierte Räuber

Guten Nacht = good night, bett=
bed
blume is flower, samen is seed,
sun is a cognate, wolke is cloud,
shine and rain are cognates
zwei mal is two times, baken is a
cognate. recognized brot ,
klingeln is ring, klingeln is a
mailman
Computer is a cognate, function...
is not working, repair is a
cognate, on and off are cognates
Räuber- robber. haben großen=
thirsty, best is a cognate

Gwen

Timestamp

When did you
start your
listening
session today?

9/24/2016
21:37:21

9:03:00 PM

When did you
end your
listening
Video(s)
session today? watched

9:43:00 PM all

What did you learn from what you
watched?
I watched how to make chocolate
stencils, I also learned the word
entlich from the last video which
means finally.

Jennie

Timestamp

When
did you
start
your
listening
session
today?

9/19/2016
20:01:59

7:53:00
PM

When
did you
end your
listening
session
today?
Video(s) watched

7:59:00 "Falsche Wege" and the first minute
PM of "DIY Schokoladentafel"

What did you learn
from what you
watched?
I relearned the
word "richtig",
right. I learned the
name of the church
in German. And I
also learned that
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9/20/2016 12:44:00 12:49:00
12:49:39
PM
PM
9/21/2016 11:33:00 11:38:00
11:42:37
AM
AM

9/22/2016 11:32:00 11:39:00
11:38:14
AM
AM
9/23/2016 12:21:00 12:27:00
12:24:47
PM
PM
9/26/2016 11:18:00 11:23:00
23:24:45
PM
PM
9/27/2016 12:48:00 12:54:00
12:54:58
PM
PM
9/29/2016 12:10:00 12:15:00
12:16:30
AM
AM
9/30/2016 12:37:00 12:44:00
12:45:04
PM
PM
10/3/2016 10:46:00 10:52:00
10:54:28
AM
AM
10/4/2016
20:33:48

8:22:00
PM

8:28:00
PM

10/5/2016
20:32:52

8:25:00
PM

8:21:00
PM

10/6/2016
22:01:10

9:53:00
PM

9:58:00
PM

there are a lot of
German products
with english
packaging.
Consentrien means
DIY Schokoladentafel
to concentrate
In Germany mom's
also say "no buts!"
just like they do
Bibi und Tina - Das Große
Wettreiten
here. "klein aber!"
I learned Autismus
- either autistic or
to have autism. I
also learned that
Mein Bruder Hyrum, und
vergeben means to
Seibenundseibzigmal Vergeben.
forgive.
Pferd means horse,
Jobtesterin Barbara, Gebt Dem
and verboten
Kaiser und Gebt Gott,
means forbidden
Christian braucht Hilfe, Bibi & Tina: Braucht means
Das Pferd in der Schule Part 2
need.
4 Einhalb Freunde: Zum
Reinschnuppern and Pippi, Michel
Einhalb means one
und co.: Ein Kuchen für Pippi
half
Dschungelbuch: Mogli und Kaa,
Das Haustier Camp: Homestor von
Dschungel means
Flynn
jungle
Was machen zu
Der Klenie Drache Kokosnuss, and
hier? means what
Der Kleine Nick: Backe, backe
are you doing
kuchen!
here?
Fantastisch means
fantastic and
Der Kleine Nick: Oh Nein!, and Der attacke means to
Kleine Nick: Jungs!
attack
Der kleine Ritter Trenk: So Viele
Apfel means
Brautwerber and Alice im
apple, and
Wunderland: Hinter den Spiegeln brautwerber means
Offizieller Trailer
grooms.
ALICE IM WUNDERLAND Offizieller Trailer #2, and The
Schwein means
Jungle Book - Erster Offizieller
pig and Rigesseur
Trailer
means director
Elliot, der Drache - Offizieller
Trailer, ALLES STEHT KOPF Drache means
Ekel und Wut - JETZT im Kino |
dragon, nd
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10/7/2016
20:32:15

8:26:00
PM

8:32:00
PM

10/8/2016 12:51:00 12:58:00
13:29:10
PM
PM

10/10/2016
19:58:27

7:52:00
PM

7:57:00
PM

Disney HD, and ALLES STEHT
KOPF – Auf DVD, Blu-ray™ und
3D Blu-ray™ | Disney HD
Alles Steht Kopf - Riley's Erstes
Date, ZOOMANIA - Erster
Offizieller Teaser-Trailer (German |
deutsch) - 2016 im Kino - Disney
HD, and ZOOMANIA - Offizieller
Trailer (German | deutsch) - JETZT
im Kino - Disney HD
TINKERBELL UND DIE
LEGENDE VOM NIMMERBIEST
- Jetzt auf DVD, Blu-ray™ und VoD
| Disney HD,
Home pages
changes All Pages
home DC
Super Hero Girls Sesamestraße
Videos von Disney Videos von
Disney Videos von Disney Alice im
Wunderland: Hinter den Spiegeln Offizieller Trailer ALICE IM
WUNDERLAND - Offizieller
Trailer #2 The Jungle Book - Erster
Offizieller Trailer Elliot, der
Drache - Offizieller Trailer ALLES
STEHT KOPF – Auf DVD, Bluray™ und 3D Blu-ray™ | Disney
HD ALLES STEHT KOPF - Ekel
und Wut - JETZT im Kino | Disney
HD Alles Steht Kopf - Riley's
Erstes Date ZOOMANIA - Erster
Offizieller Teaser-Trailer (German |
deutsch) - 2016 im Kino - Disney
HD ZOOMANIA - Offizieller
Trailer (German | deutsch) - JETZT
im Kino - Disney HD
ZOOMANIA - Im Synchronstudio JETZT im Kino | Disney HD, and
DIE EISKÖNIGIN - VÖLLIG
UNVERFROREN - Offizieller
Deutscher Trailer 2 - Disney
DIE EISKÖNIGIN - VÖLLIG
UNVERFROREN - Filmclip - Die
Party ist vorbei - Disney, DIE
EISKÖNIGIN: PARTY-FIEBER Der coole Kurzfilm vor
CINDERELLA - Jetzt auch im

broccoli means
broccoli

Date means date,
and zivilisiert
means civilization

Magie means
magic and schnee
means snow

trilogie means
trilogy and flüge
means wings.
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Handel | Disney HD, Disney - DIE
FANTASTISCHE WELT VON OZ
- Auf DVD und Blu-ray, and
Disney - MERIDA - LEGENDE
DER HIGHLANDS - DVD und
Blu-ray Trailer

10/12/2016
21:24:52

9:19:00
PM

9:25:00
PM

10/13/2016 12:35:00
21:40:37
PM

9:40:00
PM

REichts means
rules, and
Jahrgangsbester is
the German
equivalent of
Honor Student

PHINEAS & FERB - Clip: STAR
WARS DAY - auf DISNEY XD,
and Disney - RALPH REICHTS Offizieller deutscher Trailer
Disney XD - Phineas und Ferb Regis Philbin zu Gast bei Phineas
und Ferb,
Home pages
changes All Pages
home DC
Super Hero Girls Sesamestraße
Videos von Disney Videos von
Disney Videos von Disney Alice im
Wunderland: Hinter den Spiegeln Offizieller Trailer ALICE IM
WUNDERLAND - Offizieller
Trailer #2 The Jungle Book - Erster
Offizieller Trailer Elliot, der
Drache - Offizieller Trailer ALLES
STEHT KOPF – Auf DVD, Bluray™ und 3D Blu-ray™ | Disney
HD ALLES STEHT KOPF - Ekel
und Wut - JETZT im Kino | Disney
HD Alles Steht Kopf - Riley's
Erstes Date ZOOMANIA - Erster
Offizieller Teaser-Trailer (German |
deutsch) - 2016 im Kino - Disney
HD ZOOMANIA - Offizieller
Trailer (German | deutsch) - JETZT
im Kino - Disney HD
ZOOMANIA - Im Synchronstudio JETZT im Kino | Disney HD
TINKERBELL UND DIE
LEGENDE VOM NIMMERBIEST
- Jetzt auf DVD, Blu-ray™ und VoD
| Disney HD DIE EISKÖNIGIN VÖLLIG UNVERFROREN Offizieller Deutscher Trailer 2 Präsentiert means
Disney DIE EISKÖNIGIN presenting, mehr
VÖLLIG UNVERFROREN means more
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Filmclip - Die Party ist vorbei Disney DIE EISKÖNIGIN:
PARTY-FIEBER - Der coole
Kurzfilm vor CINDERELLA - Jetzt
auch im Handel | Disney HD
Disney - DIE FANTASTISCHE
WELT VON OZ - Auf DVD und
Blu-ray Disney - MERIDA LEGENDE DER HIGHLANDS DVD und Blu-ray Trailer Disney RALPH REICHTS - Offizieller
deutscher Trailer PHINEAS &
FERB - Clip: STAR WARS DAY auf DISNEY XD Disney XD Phineas und Ferb - Regis Philbin zu
Gast bei Phineas und Ferb and
MALEFICENT - DIE DUNKLE
FEE - Offizieller Trailer deutsch /
German - Disney, und
Disney/Pixar - OBEN - Neuer
10/17/2016 12:01:00 12:06:00 Trailer and OBEN - FilmClip - Intro
12:07:22
PM
PM Russell
OBEN - FilmClip - Intro Russell,
CINDERELLA - Offizieller Trailer
deutsch | German - Jetzt im Kino DISNEY HD, and CINDERELLA 2. Offizieller Trailer deutsch |
10/19/2016 12:44:00 12:50:00 German - Jetzt im Kino - DISNEY
12:51:06
PM
AM HD

10/20/2016 11:15:00 11:20:00
11:21:04
AM
AM

10/21/2016 11:54:00 11:59:00
12:00:12
AM
AM
10/25/2016
18:39:17

6:53:00
PM

6:58:00
AM

Disney - RAPUNZEL - Neu
verföhnt - Offizieller Trailer #1 and
Disney - RAPUNZEL - Neu
verföhnt - Offizieller Trailer #2
Into The Woods – Offizieller Trailer
(Deutsch | German) - Ab dem 19.2.
im Kino | Disney HD, Disney EINE
WEIHNACHTSGESCHICHTE Offizieller Trailer (HD)
Disney - KÜSS DEN FROSCH Offizieller and Disney - KÜSS DEN
FROSCH - Offizieller deutscher
TrailerTrailer,

OBen means up
and platz means to
sit
Weidersehen
means to see
again, and isn't just
used as a greeting.
I think schmuzige
means sooty
Ganze means the
whole, like the
whole world.
Türmen might
mean turn.

Wönschen means
to wish.

Nur means now
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Josie

Timestamp

When
did you
start
your
listening
session
today?

When
did you
end your
listening
session
today?
Video(s) watched

9/23/2016 12:12:00 12:22:00 Der kleine Nick: Backe,
12:22:47
PM
PM backe, Kuchen! and
9/26/2016 11:17:00 11:23:00 Das Dschungelbuch: Mogli
23:23:34
PM
PM und Kaa

9/27/2016 10:08:00 10:14:00
22:17:09
PM
PM

"Der kleine Drache
Kokosnuss: Ausschnitt aus
der ersten Folge" und "Der
kleine Nick: Jungs!"
"Wendy: Christian braucht
Hilfe" und "Der kleine Ritter
Trenk: So viele
Brautwerber!"

9/28/2016
16:24:32

4:17:00
PM

4:23:00
PM

9/29/2016
19:31:38

7:23:00
PM

7:31:00 "Alice im Wunderland"
PM trailers 1 and 2

9/30/2016
15:39:34

3:34:00
PM

3:39:00 Sesamstraße präsentiert:
PM Rapunzel
"Wildommen an der Super
10/2/2016 11:14:00 11:20:00 Hero High! und Alles uber
23:20:50
PM
AM Super Hero High

What did you learn from
what you watched?
Blau means blue.
Germans are concerned
about caring for the
planet. The videos' time
lengths are not labeled
accurately. I did not finish
the second video.
Billiards sounds the same
in German, and football is
a universal term except in
America.
Musketiere mean
Musketeer and is a
cognate. Cardinal is also a
cognate, but I'm not sure
how to spell it.
Apfel means apple in
English.
Enschuldigung means
sorry. I actually
recognized a few words in
the trailers. I still have no
idea what they are saying,
but I recognize the words
we have learned in class.
Schon means pretty.
Shampoo sounds the
same. Does kurtz mean
short?
I have no idea what was
said.
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10/3/2016
14:25:27

2:20:00
PM

"The Jungle Book-Erster
Offizieller Trailer" und
"Elliot, der Drache2:25:00 Offizieller Trailer" und
PM "Alles Steht Kopf"

10/4/2016
16:48:15

4:42:00
PM

4:48:00 DIY Schokoladentafelmit
PM bild selber machen..."

10/5/2016 11:53:00 11:57:00
23:59:01
PM
PM Falsche Wege

10/6/2016
16:44:33

4:36:00
PM

4:41:00
PM

10/10/2016
14:34:24

2:29:00
PM

2:34:00
PM

10/11/2016 10:38:00 10:43:00
10:43:04
AM
AM

10/12/2016
15:38:05

3:33:00
PM

3:38:00
PM

10/13/2016
17:21:46

5:16:00
PM

5:21:00
PM

10/17/2016
15:24:17

3:18:00
PM

3:24:00
PM

10/20/2016
17:13:55

5:01:00
PM

5:06:00
PM

"Alles steht kopf- ekel und
wut" und "Alles steht kopfRiley;s erstes date" und
"Zoomania- erster offzieller
teaser trailer"
Zoomania "Im
Synchrostudio" und
"Offizieller Trailer"

Elliot lived for six years.
Drache means dragon.
Pizza is the same word.
Foosball means
soccerball. Schokoladen
means chocolate.
The church is true in
every language, even if I
have no idea what they are
saying in that language.
Broccoli is a cognate.
Junge means boy. Chillax,
yo and OMG are the same
in German. Fuchs mean
fox und hase means bunny
or rabbit?
Schnell means fast, and
nacht means night.
Fairies talk very fast. Kalt
means cold. Lacquer
sounds like a cognate.
Schwester is sister!
Schnell means fast.

"Tinkerbell und die Legende
von nimmerbiest" und "Die
Eiskonigen-Vollig
Unverfroren"
"DIE EISKÖNIGIN VÖLLIG UNVERFROREN"
und "DIE EISKÖNIGIN:
PARTY-FIEBER" und
"Disney - DIE
Schwester means sister
FANTASTISCHE WELT
and enschuldigung means
VON OZ"
I'm sorry.
Magee means magic? I
"MERIDA - LEGENDE
recognize all the family
DER HIGHLANDS" und
terms. Hand is a cognate.
"RALPH REICHTS"
Reichts means wrecks.
"Phineas and Ferb-Star
Wars Day" und "Phineas
Talk show sounds the same.
und Ferb-Regis Philbin zu
Madchen means girl. Hose
Gast bei Phineas und
means pants.
Ferb"
Hund means dog. Bitte
means please. Oben
"Maleficent Die Dunkel Fee" means up. Haus means
und "Oben- Neuer Trailer"
house. Kind means child.
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3:37:00
PM

"Ernies geometrische Kekse"
3:45:00 und "Bert und Elmo: Wie
PM schmeckt das denn?"

10/26/2016
15:15:33

3:10:00
PM

Krümelmonster demonstriert
schnell und langsam und
3:15:00 Krümelmonster erklärt
PM "wichtig"

10/27/2016
20:30:07

8:24:00
PM

8:29:00 Ernie und Bert in der
PM Pyramide

10/28/2016
18:49:38

6:44:00
PM

6:49:00 Quietscheentchen-Song und
PM Hätt' ich dich heut' erwartet

10/24/2016
15:49:03

Elmo singt mit seinen
10/29/2016 11:02:00 11:07:00 Nachbarn und Elmo, Ernie
11:07:36
AM
AM und Bert laufen Laterne
10/31/2016 10:41:00 10:46:00 Krümelhäschen und Die
22:46:51
PM
PM neue Jacke
11/3/2016 8:05:00 8:10:00 Schneewittchen mit Ernie
20:10:57
PM
PM und Bert

Kekse is another word for
cookie? Rund means
round. Is triangle dreige?
Rectangle might be
rechtang. Zucker means
sugar. Salz means salt.
Chile sounds almost the
same. Suppe mean soup,
and I recognize the verb
essen. Ketchup sounds the
same.
Cookie Monster wonders
if Ernie will eat the
cookies fast or slow.
Cookie monster likes
different kinds of cookies.
Pyramide means pyramid
in English. I don't really
understand anything else...
Ernie has a weird voice.
Quietscheentchen means
rubber ducky? Beste
freund means best friend.
Du bist mein means you
are mine. Kakse means
cookies. Kuchen means to
cook?
Popcorn sounds the same
auf Deustch. Laterne
meanss lantern. What is
the lantern festival Ernie,
Bert und Elmo are doing?
Laufen might mean to
light? Singen means to
sing?
Plus sounds the same.
Kuhl und kalt mean cold.
Jacke mean jacket?
Schon with umlots means
pretty or beautiful.

Mike
Timestamp

When
did you

When
did you

Video(s)
watched

What did you learn from what you
watched?
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start
your
listening
session
today?

9/24/2016
20:56:00

8:49:00
PM

end your
listening
session
today?

8:55:00
PM Falsche Wege

DIY
9/27/2016 12:39:00 12:50:00 SHOKOLADEN
12:51:33
PM
PM TAFEL
Bibi & Tina 10/3/2016 11:10:00 11:15:00 Das große
23:22:08
PM
PM Wettreiten

He was in Southern Utah travelling to
Arizona . His wife prepared a lunch.
When they came back, he took the
wrong way and had to return. Elder
Holland told that the Lord forgives us
so we can return and change to the
right way.
Dad and daughter were demonstrating
a new product, a DIY stylish chocolate
maker. The dad looks for dark and
white chocolate in the basket. Hard to
understand what they spoke though.
I learned how to ask for what's going
to have for eating today: "Was geht es
denn Heute zu essen?". I also learned
the words "Tee drinken".

Oliver

Timestamp

9/23/2016
18:31:33

When
did you
start
your
listening
session
today?

5:47:00
PM

When
did you
end your
listening
session
today?
Video(s) watched
The ones present on the
home page: 1. Falsche
Wege; 2. DIY
SCHOKOLADENTAF
EL; 3. Bibi und Tina:
Das Große Wettreiten;
4. Mein Bruder Hyrum;
5. Gebt dem Kaiser und
gebt Gott; 6.
Siebenundsiebzigmal
vergeben; 7. Bibi und
6:22:00 Tina: Das Pferd in der
PM Shule (part 1); 8. Bibi

What did you learn from what
you watched?
I was able to easily pick up
words from the Bibi & Tina
cartoons, since they speak
more slowly and clearly,
especially words like "Pferd"
(since the whole show was
about horses) and "Guten Tag"
and other common greetings
and social cues. I didn't
understand many individual
words from the Bible videos,
but since I knew the scriptures
they were quoting I was able to
make good guesses at most of
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und Tina: Das Pferd in
der Schule (part 2)

9/30/2016
20:59:08

8:12:00
PM

1. Wickie - Ein echter
Wikinger! 2. Wendy Christian braucht Hilfe
3. Wendy - Die Wette
4. 4 einhalb Freunde Zum Reinschnuppern 5.
Pippi, Michel und Co.:
Ein Kuchen für Pippi 6.
Das Dschungelbuch:
Mogli und Kaa 7. Das
Haustiercamp:
Homestorz von Fynn 8.
Der kleine Drache
Kokosnuss: Ausschnitt
aus der ersten Folge 9.
Der kleine Nick: Backe,
backe, Kuchen! 10. Der
kleine Nick: Oh nein!
11. Der kleine Nick:
Jungs! 12. Der kleine
8:52:00 Ritter Trenk: So viele
PM Brautwerber!

10/22/2016 10:30:00 11:00:00 Several "Sesamstrasse
23:03:08
PM
PM Präsentiert" episodes

them, like "verboten" and
"vergeben." I understood the
least from the chocolatepicture video, though it was
easy to understand what was
going on from their obvious
visual cues and occasional
English words.

Most of what I understood
were sentence structures rather
than specific vocabulary
words: for example, sentences
that began "Ich bin..." or which
ended with "gemacht" or
"gesehen." I heard the word
"Kinder" a lot (since most of
these shows are geared toward
children). I was also able to
make guesses about the
meanings of words based on
context, such as "Help me! I
can't swim!" and "Why are you
running so fast?"
I easily picked up on some
storytelling staples such as
"Vor lange, lange Zeit." The
context of the stories allowed
me to pick out many words as
well. I recognized a lot more
words this time than last time!

Shelby

Timestamp

When
did you
start
your
listening

When
did you
end your
listening
session
Video(s)
today?
watched

What did you learn from what you
watched?
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session
today?

9/20/2016
15:40:39

3:05:00
PM

Tangled
Trailers, Up
videos, Elder
Holland's
talk, and the
Chocolate
Picture
3:35:00 Making
PM Video

9/27/2016
13:43:12

1:10:00
PM

All the DC
1:40:00 Super Hero
PM Girls videos

10/6/2016
15:09:39

2:35:00
PM

3:05:00
PM Sesamstrasse

10/13/2016
14:50:35

2:15:00
PM

2:45:00 Disney
PM trailers/clips

10/18/2016
17:41:49

5:05:00
PM

5:35:00 Barbie
PM Rapunzel

10/27/2016
16:43:05

4:10:00
PM

Barbie als
4:40:00 Prinzessin
PM der Tierinsel

I learned that although I didn't understand
much of what was going on in the videos,
every once in a while I could pick out
phrases like "my name is" or "no buts". I
also learned that it helps a lot when you
have the videos to go along with words to
help you understand what is going
on/being said.
I learned that I could pick out adjectives
when people were describing things. Also
I learned the word for hero is Held and
heroine is Heldin.
I learned that I'm picking out more words
now. I can listen better and hear the
difference between words that I wasn't
before. I also learned that side is seite in
German.
I learned that I am getting better at
listening without stressing out as much
and getting a headache trying to
understand everything. Also I learned
that stick is stock in German
If I know a story line and know what is
actually supposed to be going on, I find it
a lot easier to pick out words and phrases
that I know. If I am not worried as much
about what is going on, I can listen to the
actually words in Deutsch. I even heard
some adjectives in the Nomitive Case.
I love songs, but they are harder to
understand than regular talking. Also I
learned I now recognize foods when they
are spoken.

Sonja

Timestamp

When
did you
start
your
listening

When
did you
end your
listening
session
today?
Video(s) watched

What did you learn from what
you watched?
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session
today?

9/20/2016
21:21:41

9:13:00
PM

9:18:00
PM

9/26/2016
21:10:11

8:59:00
PM

9:05:00
PM

9/27/2016
17:38:24

5:27:00
PM

5:32:00
PM

9/28/2016
21:48:37

9:40:00
PM

9:46:00
PM

Well, I first learned that I don't
understand German very well.
But I did understand in the
Wendy video when the guy in
green said he had an idea. I also
understood a few words in Ein
Echter Wikinger, such as
"entschuldigung". I also
Wendy: Christian
understood that the guy who fell
braucht Hilfe und Ein in the water said he couldn't
Echter Wikinger.
swim.
In the Pippi video, it was obvious
that the kids cooked the cakes too
long. But I did pick up that they
had stayed past nine, which was
probably the time they needed to
be home, and they hurried out the
door. In the one with Mogli and
Kaa, I didn't understand most of
it. Mogli needed to blue flowers
for something, and the monkeys
were picking on Kaa, but I mostly
picked that up from the video
Kuchen für Pippi und itself, not from what they were
Das Dschungelbuch
saying.
I heard chocolate, eggs, sad, and
mean in the first video. I'm pretty
sure the kid at the end accused the
kid with the glasses of copying
him by putting the eggs in the
bowl without cracking them first.
In the second video, I understood
that they were going to get cake
after the store, until they broke
the vase and the dad had to pay
for the soccer ball. Also, the boys
Der kleine nick:
tried to convince the police officer
Backe, backe,
to take back the parking ticket,
Kuchen! und Der klein but he refused, and the dad got
Nick: Oh nein!
another one anyway.
I picked up a few words in the
first video. I was able to
Falsche Wege and
understand a lot of the second
Mein Bruder Hyrum
video because it is what we've
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9/30/2016 10:58:00 11:04:00
23:07:50
PM
PM DIY Schokoladentafel

Alice in Wonderland
10/1/2016 11:02:00 11:07:00 and The Jungle Book
23:10:47
PM
PM trailers

10/3/2016
21:14:56

9:07:00
PM

The Insideout trailers
9:12:00 and Zoomania first
PM official trailer.

10/4/2016
21:37:23

9:29:00
PM

9:34:00 Ernie und Bert in der
PM Pyramide

7:27:00
PM

Sesamstraße
7:32:00 präsentiert:
PM Rumpelstilzchen

10/5/2016
19:35:54

been learning in class, introducing
people and how old they are and
such. The second video was a lot
easier for me to understand.
I could understand the gist of
what they were saying. It was
pretty simple, especially since
they would just describe what
they were doing. I understood a
lot of words, which helped me put
things together a little.
Trailers are not a very good place
to learn German. It's usually just a
sentence here and there, but they
are entertaining. I did catch a few
words. Kaa was talking about
herself a lot in the Jungle Book.
Alice said "Sorry" in the end of
the trailer when she knocked
Humpty-Dumpty off of the wall.
That was about all I could
understand.
I understood some words in
Zoomania. I think I understand
better when I read vs listen to
German. I could understand more
in Zoomania because they spoke
and had some words written out
on the screen, which helped me
recognize the words being
spoken.
I understood when Ernie said "the
statue spoke" and "the statue is an
excellent dancer" and when Bert
was explaining that the pyramid
and statues were over a thousand
years old, or a few thousand years
old, I'm not sure which.
There were words and phrases
here and there that I caught.
Rump. mentioned the König,
which I know means king. At the
end, the king says that his name
was written on his jacket. Then he
says, Can't you read? and Rump
says no, and the king says, I'm
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10/6/2016
19:35:32

7:28:00
PM

Sesamstraße
7:33:00 präsentiert: "Des
PM Kaisers neue Kleider"

10/7/2016
15:16:29

3:11:00
PM

Sesamstraße
3:16:00 präsentiert: "Ali Baba
PM und der vierte Räuber"

10/8/2016 11:40:00 11:46:00
23:48:22
PM
PM A few Disney videos.

Sesamstraße
10/12/2016 11:23:00 11:28:00 präsentiert: "Hänsel
23:32:22
PM
PM und Gretel"

sorry. And then he begins to teach
him how to read. That's basically
what I understood. Also, during
the song where the king was
trying to guess his name, Rump.
said "Falsch" a lot, which means
false or wrong.
First, I learned that it is hard for
me to understand them when they
are singing. They tend to speak
slower than they sing. Also, I
caught a few words in the chorus
of the song, like "the king is so
pretty/good-looking", and that
was about it.
It started out "A long, long time
ago". The robber was telling them
that there were all these
wonderful things inside the cave,
but it took a special (secret?)
word to open it. They then try to
guess the word. Um, then the
robber says something about a
street, and I think they say a street
name and it opens. But it's the
wrong door, I think, and the
robber apologizes. Then they go
inside the cave and drink the best
soda (Limonade is soda, right?)
that the robber has.
I recognized quite a few words,
but I can't list them all. There
were some phrases, like "Sie sind
in Oz" and "ich bin Merida" that
were easy to understand.
At the beginning, they were
talking about Hansel and Gretel,
and each of them said they were
"my favorite brother" or "my
favorite sister." They come to a
house made of Lebkuchen (I think
it might be gingerbread?). Again,
I couldn't understand much of
what they were singing/chanting,
but I did deduce at the end that
the witch's house was only going
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10/15/2016 10:39:00 10:44:00 The Maleficent and
22:44:42
PM
AM Up trailers.

10/17/2016 10:09:00 10:14:00 Sesamstraße
22:16:30
PM
PM Dornröschen

10/18/2016 10:16:00 10:21:00 Sesamstraße
22:24:20
PM
PM präsentiert: Rapunzel

10/19/2016
21:14:35

9:03:00
PM

Sesamstraße
präsentiert: "Aladin
9:08:00 und die
PM Wunderlampe"

to last for three days, so they
decided to eat it.
In Maleficent: I could understand
her curse on Aurora, mainly
because I know it in English
already. She calls Aurora
"neugierig", which means curious.
I actually understood a lot of
words, but I'm not going to write
them all down. I think it helped
that I knew the trailer pretty well
in English to begin with. In Up: I
didn't understand as much, but I
did understand when Russell was
saying "Bitte, bitte, bitte!" and
"Aber er kann sprechen!"
I understood a lot of what the
narrator said in the beginning: a
long, long time, a princess was
asleep for a hundred years, etc.
And I picked up that the princess
didn't really want to wake up,
then she convinced the prince to
go to sleep and couldn't wake him
up after that.
I understood the beginning, with
the narrator, and Rapunzel says
she has long golden hair. The
prince comes and he wants her to
take her hair back up so he can
say the famous line. Once she has
it up there, she starts singing and
styling her hair, and cuts it and it
ends up being too short for Bert to
climb up. So Prince Bert goes
home.
In the beginning, I'm pretty sure
the narrator said Aladin was in a
dark, dark cave. I understood
what was going on for the most
part until the very end of the
video. And I understood the song
this time! Genie Bert would say
"this is your last wish", and
Aladin would wish for 3 more
wishes, or 4 more wishes, or 8
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10/20/2016 10:36:00 10:41:00
10:42:02
AM
AM

10/24/2016
22:01:28

9:53:00
PM

9:58:00
PM

10/25/2016 10:41:00 10:46:00
22:49:42
PM
PM
10/26/2016 10:16:00 10:21:00
22:23:41
PM
PM

more wishes, and then he would
wish for all of this random stuff. I
couldn't understand how Bert
eventually got him to stop
wishing for more wishes...but he
did and Bert disappeared and the
cave opened.
I could understand when they
were saying "mirror, mirror, on
the wall, who's the prettiest one in
the land" and some of what the
mirror would say. But at the end,
when they all started shouting,
Schneewittchen mit
they were talking really fast and I
Ernie und Bert couldn't follow what they were
Sesamstraße
saying.
I love how Sesame Street always
puts a twist in the traditional
fairytales. I understood a few
phrases in this video, although I
can't think of any off the top of
my head. But I did understand in
the song that Bert was singing
about how the princess was the
right one for him. And Ernie was
singing the same thing, but it was
directed to the rubber ducky, and
Sesamstraße
präsentiert: Die
Bert thought it was for him, until
Ernie left at the end with the
Prinzessin auf der
Ente
rubber ducky.
This one was a little harder for
me. The wolf kept saying he was
traurig, which means he was sad.
He also said he is sehr nett, which
means very nice. At the end, he
says that something smells good,
and Ernie and Bert get scared
because they think he is smelling
them. They look at each other and
say Help! then run and hide. Then
Sesamstraße
the wolf sees the broccoli and
präsentiert: "Der Wolf says That is what smelled good!
und die zwei Geißlein" Brokkoli!
The chorus of the song said "Du,
Ein Schlaflied von
ja du, muss schalfen gehen."
Max Raabe
Which means "you, yes you, must
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10/28/2016 11:15:00 11:20:00 Sesamstraße
23:22:09
PM
PM Rotkäppchen

go to sleep." And at the end of the
chorus, Max sang something
about dreams. And he listed some
food and some animals
throughout the song that I
recognized.
I understood a few words. There
was the whole song about red,
and red clothes, and how red was
Ernie's "lieblings Farbe" or
favorite color. Then Bert comes,
and green is his favorite color,
and they both change into green
clothes.
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Appendix E: Weekly Quizzes (Blank)
Students were given three tries on each quiz, though only the scores from the first tries
were used in the data analysis in this study. Each quiz was worth three points, though those were
only participation points. Answers were never shuffled. There was no time limit, though students
could see on the right side of the quiz how much time they had spent so far. Students could see
the correct answers after the quiz closed.
The instructions for every quiz was one of these two options, depending on whether the
video was embedded or not: “Watch this short film, then answer the questions based on what you
saw in the film. Don't use any outside resources. Just the film and what you've learned so far in
German.” or “Follow the link and watch this short film, then answer the questions based on what
you saw in the film. Don't use any outside resources. Just the film and what you've learned so far
in German. You are free to watch the film before, after, or while answering questions.”
An asterisk indicates the correct choice.
Hörverständnis Quiz - Woche 1
[This quiz was available from Sep 19, 2016 at 12am to Sep 26, 2016 at 11:59pm.]
[There was an embedded video that they could watch within the quiz. Here is the source
of the video: https://youtu.be/NdNNSD87pv0]
1. What happens in this film?
a. Elmo is trying to fix his fan.
b. Elmo wants to sing into his fan, but gets blown away instead.
c. *Elmo is too hot, so he turns on his fan.
d. Elmo wants to play in the wind.
2. How does Elmo describe the playroom?
a. Cold
b. *Hot
c. Warm
d. Windy
3. Think about it: At first, is he happy with his fan?
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a. *Yeah
b. No
Hörverständnis Quiz – Woche 2
[This quiz was available from Sep 26, 2016 at 12am to Oct 1, 2016 at 11:59pm.]
[Students had to follow a link to the video: https://www.tivi.de/mediathek/dashaustiercamp-2215890/homestory-von-eva-2459624]
1. What is this video about?
a. Eva hates real cats.
b. *Eva wants to get a cat.
c. Eva has too many cats.
d. Eva spends too much time with her stuffed cat.
2. What does Eva think about cats?
a. They’re too messy and boring.
b. They make really good friends.
c. *They’re cute and cuddly.
d. They’re really funny.
3. Think about it: Why are Eva’s parents sending her to the Haustiercamp?
a. *To see if she can handle the responsibility of getting a pet.
b. So she could overcome her fear of live animals.
c. Because she wouldn’t stop bugging them to get a cat.
d. They want to find the kids something to do so they’ll leave the mom alone.
Hörverständnis Quiz - Woche 3
[This quiz was available from Oct 3, 2016 at 12am to Oct 8, 2016 at 11:59pm.]
[Students had to follow a link to the video: http://www.tivi.de/mediathek/die-maedchenwg-im-schnee-2255346/homestory-leona-2282484/]
1. What is this video about?
a. *Leona introduces herself.
b. Leona teaches us about fashion.
c. Leona is getting ready for a sleepover.
d. Leona is getting ready for the Junior Olympics.
2. How many different bottles of nail polish does Leona have?
a. 16
b. 61
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c. 56
d. *65
3. Think about it: What is the best explanation for why Leona has so much makeup and
accessories?
a. *Because she likes them.
b. Because she is insecure.
c. Because she wants to impress the other girls.
Hörverständnis Quiz - Woche 4
[This quiz was available from Oct 10, 2016 at 12am to Oct 15, 2016 at 11:59pm.]
[Students had to follow a link to the video:
http://nrodl.zdf.de/none/tivi/15/03/150324_heidi_folge6_laeuft_weg_ausschn1_hdi_436k_p9v11
.mp4]
1. What is this video about?
a. Peter shows Heidi what happened to him at school.
b. Peter makes his own treehouse school.
c. Peter tells Heidi about when his father went to school.
d. *Peter shows Heidi how he sees school.
2. Why does Peter say he doesn’t like school?
a. Because school is boring.
b. Because the other kids make him feel stupid.
c. Because he won’t be able to see Heidi.
d. *Because he has to sit still for hours.
3. Think about it: According to what you see in this clip, what do you think is the most
likely reason Peter is scared of school?
a. Because he doesn’t want to leave the mountain.
b. *Because the people there are mean to him.
c. Because of the bad experience his dad had.
Hörverständnis Quiz - Woche 5
[This quiz was available from Oct 17, 2016 at 12am to Oct 22, 2016 at 11:59pm.]
[There was an embedded video that they could watch within the quiz. Here is the source
of the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doWwsM9UHZI]
1. What is this video about? (Nilam is the person who made the video.)
a. Nilam is getting ready for a party.
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b. *Nilam is showing us a delicious recipe
c. Nilam is telling the history of Nutella.
d. Nilam is celebrating the 50th anniversary of Nutella.
2. How does Nilam describe her dessert?
a. *Easy and fast
b. Beautiful and fancy
c. Cute and fun
d. Light and fresh
3. Denken Sie Darüber Nach: What can we guess about Nilam based on this video?
a. She gets tired easily.
b. *She’s pretty laid-back.
c. She loves to host parties.
Hörverständnis Quiz - Woche 6
4. [This quiz was available from Oct 21, 2016 at 12am to Oct 29, 2016 at 11:59pm.]
5. [Students had to follow a link to the video:
http://www.kika.de/timster/zusatzvideos/buch/videos/video35386.html]
6. Video: Alle Wetter
a. What is this video about?
i. A young women pretends she is in a book.
ii. *A young women recommends a book.
iii. A young women explains weather using a book.
iv. A young women tells us about a book she wrote.
b. What is one thing the young woman in the video says she likes about sunny
weather?
i. *She can wear shorter clothes when it’s sunny.
ii. She can play with her friends when it’s sunny.
iii. She likes that her clothes stay dry when it’s sunny.
iv. She feels like she has more energy when it’s sunny.
c. Denken Sie Darüber Nach: According to the video, what does the young woman
in the video think about rain?
i. It’s fun to play in the rain.
ii. It’s good because it’s good for nature.
iii. *It gets in the way of what she wants to do.
Hörverständnis Quiz - Woche 7
[This quiz was available from Oct 31, 2016 at 12am to Nov 5, 2016 at 11:59pm.]
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[Students had to follow a link to the video:
http://nrodl.zdf.de/none/tivi/15/10/151006_ausschnitt_folge01_wkm_1456k_p13v11.mp4 . Also,
this was added to the end of the description for this video: “This will be the last listening
comprehension quiz. Congratulations!”]
d. What is this video about?
i. Tara‘s family are going to stay at their grandparent’s house.
ii. Tara‘s family is helping another family move.
iii. *Tara‘s family is moving into a new house.
iv. Tara‘s family is looking for a new house.
e. What is Tara’s one of the concerns Tara expresses during the video?
i. That her brothers’ group of friends will be bigger than her group of
friends.
ii. That she will never have any sisters and she’ll be stuck with brothers.
iii. *That there won’t be any nice girls to play with while they’re there.
iv. That she’ll never win any arguments because her brothers always gang up
against her.
f. Think About It: According to what we hear in the video, why do you think Tara
and her brothers are fighting?
i. Because they’re siblings and that’s what siblings do.
ii. Because they all want to eat the chocolate bar.
iii. *Because they’re bored from the long drive.
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Appendix F: Weekly Quizzes (Participant Scores)
The participants marked in gray are the participants in the spaced practice group. The
participants marked in white are the participants from the massed practice group. The bottom
gray section contains the quiz statistics. N/A means the participant did not answer that question.

Quiz 1
Codename/Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen
Average
5 average
30 average
Standard Deviation
5 std dev
30 std dev

Total listening
time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40
1:46
1:45
1:47
0:57
1:04
0:50

Average time per
session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40
0:16
0:05
0:33
0:14
0:00
0:04

Q1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0.92
1.00
0.80
0.28
0.00
0.45

Q2
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.85
0.75
1.00
0.38
0.46
0.00

Q3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total Score
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2.77
2.75
2.80
0.44
0.46
0.45
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Quiz 2
Codename/Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen
Average
5 average
30 average
Standard Deviation
5 std dev
30 std dev
Quiz 3
Codename/Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen

Total listening
time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40
1:46
1:45
1:47
0:57
1:04
0:50

Average time per
session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40
0:16
0:05
0:33
0:14
0:00
0:04

Q1
1
1
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
1
1
1
1
1
N/A
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Q2
1
1
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
1
0
1
1
0
N/A
0.80
1.00
0.50
0.42
0.00
0.58

Q3
1
1
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
1
1
1
1
1
N/A
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total Score
3
3
3
3
3
N/A
N/A
3
2
3
3
2
N/A
2.80
3.00
2.50
0.42
0.00
0.58

Total listening
time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40

Average time per
session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40

Q1
0
1
N/A
1
0
1
N/A
N/A
1
1
1
1
1

Q2
0
1
N/A
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
0
1
1
1
1

Q3
1
1
N/A
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
1
1
1
1
1

Total Score
1
3
N/A
3
2
3
N/A
N/A
2
3
3
3
3
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Average
5 average
30 average
Standard Deviation
5 std dev
30 std dev
Quiz 4
Codename/Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen
Average
5 average
30 average
Standard Deviation
5 std dev
30 std dev

1:46
1:45
1:47
0:57
1:04
0:50

0:16
0:05
0:33
0:14
0:00
0:04

0.80
0.60
1.00
0.42
0.55
0.00

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.42
0.45
0.45

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.60
2.40
2.80
0.70
0.89
0.45

Total listening
time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40
1:46
1:45
1:47
0:57
1:04
0:50

Average time per
session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40
0:16
0:05
0:33
0:14
0:00
0:04

Q1
1
1
0
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
1
0
N/A
1
1
0.80
0.83
0.75
0.42
0.41
0.50

Q2
1
1
1
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
0
1
N/A
1
1
0.90
1.00
0.75
0.32
0.00
0.50

Q3
1
0
1
1
1
0
N/A
N/A
1
1
N/A
1
1
0.80
0.67
1.00
0.42
0.52
0.00

Total Score
3
2
2
3
3
2
N/A
N/A
2
2
N/A
3
3
2.50
2.50
2.50
0.53
0.55
0.58
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Quiz 5
Codename/Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen
Average
5 average
30 average
Standard Deviation
5 std dev
30 std dev
Quiz 6
Codename/Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen

Total listening
time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40
1:46
1:45
1:47
0:57
1:04
0:50

Average time per
session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40
0:16
0:05
0:33
0:14
0:00
0:04

Q1
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.82
0.67
1.00
0.40
0.52
0.00

Q2
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0.64
0.67
0.60
0.50
0.52
0.55

Q3
1
0
0
N/A
N/A
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0.36
0.33
0.40
0.50
0.52
0.55

Total Score
3
2
2
N/A
N/A
0
0
3
2
3
1
1
3
1.82
1.67
2.00
1.17
1.37
1.00

Total listening
time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40

Average time per
session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40

Q1
0
1
0
0
0
N/A
0
1
1
N/A
N/A
0
0

Q2
0
0
0
N/A
1
N/A
1
0
0
N/A
N/A
0
0

Q3
0
0
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
0
0
N/A
N/A
0
0

Total Score
0
1
0
0
1
N/A
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
0
0
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Average
5 average
30 average
Standard Deviation
5 std dev
30 std dev
Quiz 7
Codename/Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen
Average
5 average
30 average
Standard Deviation
5 std dev
30 std dev

1:46
1:45
1:47
0:57
1:04
0:50

0:16
0:05
0:33
0:14
0:00
0:04

0.30
0.29
0.33
0.48
0.49
0.58

0.22
0.33
0.00
0.44
0.52
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.50
0.57
0.33
0.53
0.53
0.58

Total listening
time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40
1:46
1:45
1:47
0:57
1:04
0:50

Average time per
session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40
0:16
0:05
0:33
0:14
0:00
0:04

Q1
1
1
1
N/A
1
N/A
1
N/A
1
N/A
N/A
1
1
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Q2
0
1
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
N/A
N/A
0
0
0.13
0.20
0.00
0.35
0.45
0.00

Q3
0
0
0
N/A
1
N/A
0
N/A
1
N/A
N/A
0
1
0.38
0.20
0.67
0.52
0.45
0.58

Total Score
1
2
1
N/A
2
N/A
1
N/A
2
N/A
N/A
1
2
1.50
1.40
1.67
0.53
0.55
0.58
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Appendix G: Immediate Posttest (Chapter 3 Test – Listening Portion)
In each question, participants were only able to select one of the four responses.
Question 46
(1 pts)
You'll watch a video right now. It's about 2 minutes long and is about a fruit stand in
Germany. You're welcome to watch it more than once. It's recommended that you watch it at
least twice. When you click on the link, you'll be taken to a different website. Answer the next
five questions based on the video.
How much do apples cost per kilo?
O 2,95
O 3,95
O 2,59
O 3,59
Question 47
(1 pts)
This question is also about the video. How much do pears cost per kilo?
O 3,59
O 3,95
O 2,59
O 2,95
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Question 48
(1 pts)
This question is also about the video. How much do bananas cost per kilo?
O 1,59
O 2,59
O 1,95
O 2,95
Question 49
(1 pts)
This question is also about the video. A lot of the fruit isn't from Germany. Where are the
grapes from?
O Spain
O France
O Greece
O South Africa
Question 50
(1 pts)
This question is also about the video. A lot of the fruit isn't from Germany. Where are the
melons from?
O France
O South Africa
O Spain
O Greece
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Appendix H: Immediate Posttest (Participant Scores)
The participants marked in gray are the participants in the spaced practice group. The
participants marked in white are the participants from the massed practice group. The bottom
gray section contains the quiz statistics. N/A means the participant did not answer that question.

Codename/
Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen
Average
5 average
30 average
Standard
Deviation
5 std dev
30 std dev

Total
listening
time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40
1:46
1:45
1:47

Average
time per
session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40
0:16
0:05
0:33

0:57
1:04
0:50

0:14
0:00
0:04

Immediate
Posttest
Percentage
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.80
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.80
0.20
0.91
0.98
0.80
0.23

Immediate
Posttest
Score
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
1
4.54
4.88
4.00
1.13

SEM score
low

SEM score
high

3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
2.77
3.77
3.77
3.77
2.77
-0.23
3.31
3.64
2.77
1.13

6.23
6.23
6.23
6.23
6.23
6.23
6.23
5.23
6.23
6.23
6.23
5.23
2.23
5.77
6.11
5.23
1.13

0.07
0.35

0.35
1.73

0.35
1.73

0.35
1.73
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Appendix I: Delayed Posttest (Participant Scores)
The participants marked in gray are the participants in the spaced practice group. The
participants marked in white are the participants from the massed practice group. The bottom
gray section contains the quiz statistics. N/A means the participant did not answer that question.

Codename/Statistic
Greg
Emmelia
Josie
Jennie
Sonja
Ashley
Mike
Chantel
Shelby
Chris
Oliver
Eric
Gwen
Average
Spaced practice
average
Massed practice
average
Standard Deviation
Spaced practice std
dev
Massed practice
std dev

Total
listening time
3:02
2:58
2:16
2:08
1:54
1:12
0:22
0:12
3:00
2:01
1:45
1:30
0:40
1:46

Average time
per session
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:07
0:06
0:30
0:30
0:35
0:30
0:40
0:16

1:45

0:05

1:47

0:33

0:57

0:14

1:04

0:00

0:50

0:04

Delayed
Posttest Score
49
50
47.5
50
50
47.5
47.5
50
50
50
47.5
46.5
50
48.88
48.94

Delayed Posttest
Percentage
0.98
1.00
0.95
1.00
1.00
0.95
0.95
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.95
0.93
1.00
0.98
0.98

48.80

0.98

1.36
1.24

0.03
0.02

1.68

0.03
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Appedix J: Postsurvey (Blank)
Final Thoughts
The outside-of-class video watching is a new program in this course. Tell us what you
thought of it!
* Required
What is your name? (Your teachers will not see any of your responses and this will not
affect your grade, so feel free to respond openly.) *
__________________________________
Overall I found this activity helped me understand more German speakers. *
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

I am glad I was able to watch clips of videos actual Germans watch. *
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

The instructions/questions were confusing. *
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

I learned grammar and vocabulary from these videos I would not have learned without
this activity. *
1

Strongly Disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree
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I will probably continue to watch other German videos after this class. *
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Suggestions
What did you like about this activity? *
__________________________________
What did you not like about this activity? *
__________________________________
Should we continue such an activity in the future? Why or why not? *
__________________________________
Are there any other suggestions or comments you would like to give us? *
__________________________________
Overachievers
Did you spend time watching German videos outside of the time you reported in your
Listening Reports? If so, how much? *
__________________________________

Do you give your permission for your results from the video-watching activity to be used
in an academic study? (Be sure to read the Consent Form on the link below) *
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I have read, understood, and had the opportunity to download a copy of the consent form
(https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gpsLkJjrNEIBO_j36dzrjihntunETg21RoS22xoqsGw/edit
?usp=sharing) and desire of my own free will to allow my results to be used in this study. (This
will have no influence on your grade.)?
O Yes
O No
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Appendix K: Postsurvey (Participant Responses)
Some of the participants gave permission for their information to be used in an email
rather than through the postsurvey. Their results are naturally not included as they do not exist.
Final Thoughts
Overall I found this activity helped me understand more German speakers. *
Spaced Practice Group
Massed Practice group
Unsorted Participants
Emmelia

6

Shelby

7

Jordan

1

Josie

6

Chris

7

Stacey

3

Jennie

2

Oliver

10

Taylor

2

Sonja

7

Eric

3

Joyce

6

Mike

5

Gwen

7

Loren

1

Chantel

6

Donna

1

Jenna

1

Casey

4

Alex

1

Fred

1

Sidney

1

Jamie

1

Laura

1

Hailey

1

Mean

5.14

5.83

1.67

Median

6

7

1

Mode

6

7

1

Standard Dev

1.68

3.25

1.50
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I am glad I was able to watch clips of videos actual Germans watch. *
Spaced Practice Group
Massed Practice group
Unsorted Participants
Emmelia

9

Shelby

9

Jordan

1

Josie

3

Chris

9

Stacey

8

Jennie

5

Oliver

10

Taylor

6

Sonja

7

Eric

4

Joyce

6

Mike

5

Gwen

10

Loren

2

Chantel

5

Donna

1

Jenna

1

Casey

7

Alex

1

Fred

1

Sidney

1

Jamie

1

Laura

1

Hailey

1

Mean

5.67

8.40

2.50

Median

5

9

1

Mode

5

9

1

Standard Dev

2.07

2.51

2.58
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The instructions/questions were confusing. *
Spaced Practice Group
Massed Practice group

Unsorted Participants

Emmelia

1

Shelby

3

Jordan

10

Josie

4

Chris

8

Stacey

10

Jennie

2

Oliver

7

Taylor

8

Sonja

4

Eric

3

Joyce

8

Mike

1

Gwen

3

Loren

10

Chantel

4

Donna

10

Jenna

10

Casey

2

Alex

10

Fred

10

Sidney

10

Jamie

10

Laura

10

Hailey

10

Mean
Median
Mode
Standard Dev

2.67
3
4
1.51

4.80

9.67

3

10

3

10

2.49

0.78
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I learned grammar and vocabulary from these videos I would not have learned without this
activity. *
Spaced Practice Group

Massed Practice group

Unsorted Participants

Emmelia

9

Shelby

7

Jordan

1

Josie

1

Chris

7

Stacey

3

Jennie

3

Oliver

8

Taylor

1

Sonja

8

Eric

6

Joyce

5

Mike

5

Gwen

5

Loren

1

Chantel

4

Donna

1

Jenna

1

Casey

8

Alex

1

Fred

1

Sidney

1

Jamie

1

Laura

1

Hailey

1

Mean
Median
Mode
Standard Dev

5.00
5
N/A
3.03

6.60

1.50

7

1

7

1

1.14

1.24
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I will probably continue to watch other German videos after this class. *
Spaced Practice Group
Massed Practice group
Unsorted Participants
Emmelia

9

Shelby

6

Jordan

1

Josie

5

Chris

3

Stacey

9

Jennie

1

Oliver

6

Taylor

5

Sonja

2

Eric

5

Joyce

8

Mike

7

Gwen

10

Loren

1

Chantel

3

Donna

1

Jenna

1

Casey

3

Alex

1

Fred

1

Sidney

1

Jamie

1

Laura

1

Hailey

1

Mean
Median
Mode
Standard Dev

4.50
4
N/A
3.08

6.00

2.58

6

1

6

1

2.55

3.00
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Suggestions
What did you like about this activity? *
Spaced Practice Group
I liked watching actual videos Germans would watch because I was really happy
when I could understand what was going on in the video. It gave me confidence in
Emmelia

my comprehension.

Josie

I appreciated the opportunity to practice.

Jennie

I liked learning different things about German culture
I thought it was fun. I mostly watched the Sesame Street videos where they retold

Sonja

fairytales, and that was pretty fun.
I think it's important and necessary to train your ears when you are learning a

Mike

foreign language.

Chantel

It exposed me to real foreign German.

Casey

The new vocabulary

Massed Practice Group
Shelby I liked being able to hear real german speakers
Chris

I liked that the videos were current and relevant videos that Germans would watch. I
also liked that they were entertaining.

Oliver

It exposed me to TV and other media that German speakers would watch.

Eric

I like to see many different way to speak German

Gwen

I was able to learn common phrases, the shows were interesting

Donna Nothing
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Unsorted Participants
Jordan I like watching German vidoes.
Stacey Honestly I hated it and I think I forgot to do it a couple timees.
Taylor Not much. I do like that it forced us to listen to German.
Joyce There were multiple tries...
Loren Nothing really. It was confusing.
Jenna I didn't care for it much at all.
Alex na
Fred I liked the concept of watching fun videos in German.
Sidney Nothing.
Jamie I thought it was kind of strange.
Laura -Hailey not much

What did you not like about this activity? *
Spaced Practice Group
Emmelia I didn't like having to do it every day.
Josie

I literally didn't understand anything.

Jennie

I had a really hard time remembering to watch the videos every day.
I had a hard time remembering to do it every day. And I was never exactly sure
what I was supposed to say on the "What did you learn?" question. Vocabulary?

Sonja

Comprehension? That was unclear.
Videos were too difficult to understand. So I got discouraged after watching a few

Mike

of those. Also, if you want the assignments to be daily, you should give more
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incentives. I stopped watching them and never got an email or text reminding me
should do it.
Chantel

It was hard to get into everyday and remember to do it.

Casey

Daily practice

Massed Practice Group
Shelby I wish there would have been more videos to watch
Chris

I wish there were clearer instructions about what we were supposed to do, and maybe
questions about specific vocabulary, rather than just general questions about what
was learned.

Oliver

It was a little confusing to find out which videos I was supposed to watch. For the
purposes of the research project, I would suggest making a clear list of assigned
media for each viewing (or making it clear which videos out of a list I could pick for
myself).

Eric

Sometime I feel like it was hard to understand a lot of stuffs

Gwen

I did not understand eveything so it was hard to answer the questions correctly
because they all seemed partially right.
everything - the videos were hard to understand, the quizzes were strange and didn't
match the videos, watching 30 minutes at a time was overwhelming and
discouraging. my friends watched five minutes every day. that would have been

Donna worse.
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Unsorted Participants
Jordan The vidoes were too hard for me to understand.
The questions didn't make sense and the videos were fairly difficult to understand.
Stacey The questions would need to be much simpler.
Even if I watched the video several times and understood as much as I could, I often
Taylor didn't know the answers to the questions
Honestly, they were fairly difficult and I felt they were above the level of the content
Joyce we were learning in class.
It was confusing. I was never sure what I was supposed to do. I asked my classmates,
Loren and they didn't know either.
Jenna It was confusing.
I was really confused about what I was supposed to do. My teacher wasn't very sure
Alex either. My friends in class weren't sure.
The videos were too hard for me to understand. I'm getting an A in German 101, and
I was discouraged that I couldn't understand the videos. I couldn't even understand
Fred the purpose of this activity.
Sidney The videos were way too hard for me to understand.
Jamie It was kind of strange.
Laura too confusing; too time-consuming trying to figure out what I was supposed todo
Hailey it was confusing
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Should we continue such an activity in the future? Why or why not? *
Spaced Practice Group
Yes, but you should let people choose whether they want to watch 5 minutes 6
days a week or do one 30 minute session. It would also be nice to have some full
Emmelia

length episodes to watch or at least more longer clips.

Josie

Again, it was good practice but very frustrating.

Jennie

I don't think it really helped my German that much
I think yes. It was good to get some listening in, even though I couldn't understand

Sonja

most of it. It was fun to pick out words that I knew.

Mike

Yes, but with a better platform.

Chantel

No, because we watch foreign German videos in class anyway.
Yes, good practice listening to actual German speakers and recognizing familiar

Casey

voacsbulsry

Massed Practice Group
Shelby yes, I think they helped
Chris

Yes, but I would create more specific questions and perhaps watch a certain number
of videos each week rather than a certain amount of time.

Oliver

Yes! Classroom learning only helps so much. Native speakers and their consumer
media teach vocabulary and usage much faster.

Eric

Yes, because it helped me to get familiar with German

Gwen

Yes, it was a fun way to test my german vocab.

Donna

NO
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Unsorted Participants
Jordan No. The vidoes are too hard.
Yes, but make it simpler. Or, have it be an in-class activity where we dicuss the video
Stacey after, and not just try to figure out on our own.
Taylor Nope, for the reason stated above.
Joyce Maybe gear them more towards the level of the students.
No. It doesn't seem to help me learn German. This assignment doesn't fit in with the
Loren other homework we do.
Jenna No, it was confusng.
Alex I don't think so. It's very confusing.
Fred I don't think it's a good one.
Sidney No! The videos are too hard to understand. I was really discouraged.
Jamie No
Laura no
Hailey no

Are there any other suggestions or comments you would like to give us? *
Spaced Practice Group
Emmelia Nope
Josie

The understanding quizzes were overall a good idea.

Jennie

None
Explain it a little better to the students. I felt like it was kind of thrown on us at the
beginning of the semester, and we weren't completely sure what we were supposed

Sonja

to be doing.
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I didn't like being able to chose the video. I think it would be better following a
Mike

sequence going from easier to more difficult ones.
While I think the videos were beneficial, I still had to slow them down and watch
them five times over to understand all of it. That alone made it very complicated

Chantel

and made me not want to do it everyday.

Casey

Possibly do the activity 3-5 times as opposed to daily

Massed Practice Group
Shelby I would add in more longer clips than just trailers
Chris

No.

Oliver

Nope! Thanks!

Eric

I hope we can have more reference

Gwen

Perhaps not having the answers be so related so its not so hard to pick one.

Donna

not right now

Unsorted Participants
Jordan No.
Stacey No, not really.
It'd be cool to watch videos like that in class and talk about what was going on. That
would give us a similar experience but without being unfairly graded on things we
Taylor didn't understand.
Joyce nah
Loren Just don't require it in future semesters.
Jenna No
Alex Give better instructions
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Fred Just don't do this activity.
Sidney No
Jamie No
Laura don't do this assignment
Hailey no

Overachievers
Did you spend time watching German videos outside of the time you reported in your Listening
Reports? If so, how much? *
Spaced Practice Group
Emmelia No
Josie

Nope.

Jennie

None

Sonja

No. Although I'm sure that would have improved my listening comprehension.
No. But the times I did watch the videos, it took me more than 5 minutes. I think

Mike

that for daily assignments, the videos should be shorter.

Chantel

Nope

Casey

No

Massed Practice Group
Shelby yes, 1 hour
Chris

No.

Oliver

I did not.

Eric

No...
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Gwen

yes, usually 1-2 hours a week

Donna

no

Unsorted Participants
Jordan No. I did not.
Stacey Yeah, actually. Maybe like 10 videos total this semester.
Not much, but I'd occasionally watch funny youtube videos in German or try
Taylor watching German movies or movies dubbed into German.
I didn't even know we had listening reports?? oops. But I would watch German stuff
Joyce sometimes for kicks
Loren Not really. I didn't like the videos.
Jenna No
Alex No
No. I thought I would, and I wanted to, but the videos were too difficult for me to
Fred understand.
Sidney No
Jamie No
Laura no
Hailey no
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Appendix L: Consent Form
Consent to be a Research Subject
Introduction
This research study is being conducted by Rebecca Brinck Emery under the supervision
of Dr. Teresa Bell at Brigham Young University to determine the effects of spaced and massed
practice on listening comprehension on beginning German students. You were invited to
participate because you took German 101 this past semester. You were randomly assigned to
watch either 5 minutes a day or 30 minutes a week of German videos. The results of this study
will allow the researcher to make claims on the effects of spaced practice (doing less at a time,
but more often) and massed practice (doing more at a time, but less often) on the skill of
beginning German listening.
What is My “Data”?
If you agree to let your data be used in the study, you are releasing the following to the
researcher:
O Your Getting to Know You survey responses from the beginning of the semester.
O Your Listening Report responses.
O Your weekly listening quiz scores and responses.
O Your scores and responses on your Chapter 3 and Final exams.
O Your Final Thoughts survey responses.
Risks/Discomforts
The risks/discomforts involved in participation of this study were the normal risks
involved in class-taking: stress of having to fulfill an assignment and loss of time spent on
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assignment. The researcher tried to minimize these risks by trying to choose entertaining videos
for you to watch.
Benefits
The benefits you received by doing the activities include exposure to several different
German media that should help you develop and apply your German listening skills. It hopefully
also provided some entertainment and helped to motivate you to continue learning.
Benefits to the field of language learning include adding to the research on the benefits of
spaced and massed practice and helping to clarify such practice's role in the field of language
learning.
Confidentiality
Your “data” (as explained above) is kept on your exam papers, in pictures of your results,
on password-protected Google Drive, or on LearningSuite. Only the German 101 teachers and
the researchers will have access to this data. If you choose to allow the researcher to use your
results, no identifying information will be published in any research-related books or articles. All
information contained on Google Drive will be deleted within four years of the end of the
semester.
Participation
Participation in this research study is voluntary. You have the right to refuse to let us use
any of your data without jeopardy to your class status, grade, or standing with the university.
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Questions about the Research
If you have questions regarding this study or for further information, you may contact
either researcher:
Rebecca Brinck Emery
email: rebeccabrinck@gmail.com
phone number: (801) 318-9560
Dr. Teresa Bell
email: tbell@byu.edu
phone number: (801) 422-4961
If you wish to keep a copy of this for your records you can either click the print button in
the corner (

) or go to File -> Download As.

Questions about Your Rights as Research Participants
If you have questions regarding your rights as a research participant contact IRB
Administrator at (801) 422-1461; A-285 ASB, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602;
irb@byu.edu.

